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ABSTRACT
Accumulating research data indicate engineers who design infrastructure for rural inter-
national societies fall prey to the globalization notion of discounting alternately devel-
oped societies’ needs and conditions in favor of values and knowledge that most closely
aligns with the engineers’ own experience. A sociological analysis of the relationship
between technology interventions and place-based identities, particularly for rural soci-
eties that are less interconnected with the industrialized world, indicates that imposition
of global standards leads to loss of identities as well as the local knowledges that form
through interaction with people and place. Engineering analysis, however, indicates pro-
motion of industrialized technology is assumed to be a best practice for addressing soci-
etal physical needs, even in isolated rural locations, and is intrinsically tied to the long-
standing notion of economic and social development.
This dissertation proposes a new approach to addressing physical needs for alternately
developed societies. If engineers cultivate a full understanding of the local influences
that drive client-community values and functions, they can design a technical infrastruc-
ture that is more compatible with context, thus improving sustainability and effectiveness
of operation for the infrastructure user, while at the same time conserving place-based
knowledge and supporting rural livelihoods.
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In addition to creating a definition for the term Contextual Engineering and fully ex-
ploring its meaning and application, this investigation seeks to equip the engineering
consultant with the capability to identify and quantify context from an assimilative per-
spective, and to incorporate it into design decision-making. This is done through the use
of objective relative influences, five of which are critical to the design process – cultural,
economic, political, educational, and technical.
In this study, a novel predictive tool has been developed to help the engineer augment
her own technical knowledge with an indigenous knowledge of both technology and so-
cietal conditions, guiding technical design to produce an infrastructure readily accepted
and used by the client society. Early trials of the predictive tool indicate it provides not
only the desired insight needed by the engineer to develop a client-centered design, but
it also improves the engineer’s ability to investigate client conditions and needs more
effectively. This proposes that engineers should therefore more thoroughly immerse in
the place-based societal fabric of their clients, particularly when addressing a need in an
unfamiliar population, before undertaking technical design intended to meet a human
physical need.
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CHAPTER 1 :  INTRODUCTION
The Parable of the Street Dog
Reina and Brava, named by visitors to the small Andean village of Calcha, Bolivia, are two puppies 
who have taken up residence in the visitors’ residential compound. The strays hover around the 
main house all day and night. Both dogs are skeletal, with ribs and hip bones protruding, and at 
first they’re wary of humans and won’t a pproach. A scrap of food will draw the dogs in, though. 
One morning, Brava is curled in a very tight ball outside the main house, shivering violently. A 
visitor picks her up and holds her to warm her, and she instantly nestles into the visitor’s arms.
Over the next two weeks, the visitors continue to warm the dogs, slip them bits of bread, and 
teach them to sit and shake, even bringing them into their rooms on one particularly cold night. 
The residents of the village are amused by the visitors’ concern, but they allow the guests to inter-
act as long as the dogs don’t wander into the kitchen or get underfoot of those working outdoors. 
But what happens when the visitors leave? Have they done the dogs a disservice by providing 
comforts that won’t be found later? Or have they given them the ability to beg more effectively, or 
the nutrition to strengthen them until they learn to forage for themselves?
One need not look far in the literature to identify the impassioned efforts of the indus-
trialized world to address conditions of poverty and need elsewhere through engineered
infrastructure interventions. Whether it is safe drinking water or reliable transportation
routes for food and supplies, the infrastructure delivered to the non-industrialized world
by its first-world benefactors is a never-ending humanitarian effort. But case study after
case study in the literature indicates that despite the delivery of modern technology by
highly trained technical experts, recipient societies – particularly those in rural settings –
continue to struggle in poverty and need, at best benefitting only temporarily from the
relief provided from the outside. Why?
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In exploring this question, the author presents another case study as anecdotal evidence
of the perils associated with focusing on technical infrastructure solutions without recon-
ciling them with the societal conditions that will govern their use and sustainability.
The barrios of Llano Largo and San Antonio, Honduras, are located in the mountains
at the highest occupied elevation in Central America. For more than a decade, the two
communities have shared a drinking-water system that pipes fresh supply from a spring
high in the mountains to the valley below. The system was installed more than a decade
ago without engineering input and consists of large pipes that draw water by gravity
down the mountain slope. With time, both communities expanded and additional homes
were built. Some were constructed high on the mountain, above the spring elevation, and
these homes are primarily occupied by the wealthier, more politically powerful residents.
Far more homes have been built at much lower elevation in San Antonio, whose residents
are among the poorest in the area. The president of the system’s water committee, having
worked in construction in the United States where he built a strong appreciation for the
industrialized nation’s technical skill, sought assistance to renovate the infrastructure so
that all residents could obtain sufficient water supply, regardless of where they lived.
A first community visit presented a simple, elegant engineering solution. An additional
spring source higher up the mountain could provide supply to the new homes atop the
community, the existing spring could continue to supply the downslope portion of Llano
Largo and upslope portion of San Antonio, and a well that had been drilled years be-
fore electricity had reached the area could be retrofitted with a pump to serve lower San
Antonio. The community employed three fontaneros (water system operators) who were
technically adept and personally motivated to keep the water running for as many resi-
dents as possible. A nearby Non-Government Organization (NGO) worked closely with
the community and provided ongoing support and technical expertise to the fontaneros.
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A water-supply engineer could easily design such a system to provide plentiful water
to everyone at pressures neither too high nor too low to manage. Further consideration
of the communities, however, demonstrated that the technical solution might not have
been the best choice.
• The poorest members of the water system would draw from a well pump, which
would produce ongoing power costs. Could they pay for the water themselves, or
would everyone contribute to operational expenses?
• Would the wealthier homeowners atop the mountain subsidize the poor residents
using the well, even though they were from a different community?
• The spring at the very top of the mountain had water quality that was inferior to
the other two sources. Would the homeowners in the wealthiest area of the barrio
be willing to consume the least healthy water?
• How would the residents in the central part of the system feel about being isolated
from their own barrios in favor of a new hybrid neighborhood?
• The local NGO was unfamiliar with pump operations and overtly stated they did
not want to risk their reputation trying to maintain a technology they did not un-
derstand. Could the engineering designer overcome the organization’s discomfort
by providing sufficient education and documentation on pump operation?
In contrast to Llano Largo’s water system, neighboring Las Mesas was the recipient in
2016 of a water filtration plant with a reported $500,000 pricetag that was designed and
constructed by a large humanitarian NGO known for its water work in sub-Saharan
Africa. A visit to the Las Mesas plant demonstrated why it had functioned for barely
more than a week – while the filter technology was modern, the maintenance design
was archaic. Within days after start-up, the filters began to incubate bacteria rather than
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removing them. Within a month of start-up, community members reported suffering
water-borne illnesses. Las Mesas system fonataneros reported that the plant’s designers
spent no more than two days on site and provided the barest operational documents and
briefest educational training.
These stories bear out multiple issues that confound international engineering efforts:
1. Motivations by various stakeholders may not agree with each other and may result
in rejection of infrastructure;
2. Technological design that ignores societal implications could result in abandonment
or even sabotage of the system, as well as tear at the social structure of the commu-
nity and create rifts along lines of barrio identity, economic class, or social status;
3. Operations documentation and education assume a shared understanding between
operator and designer, and often neglect local conditions and indigenous beliefs,
and ignore attitudes toward technology. This case study demonstrates that techni-
cal design must be interwoven with socio-cultural considerations if it is to achieve
the objective of addressing a client’s physical needs effectively and sustainably, par-
ticularly when working with rural communities where identity is integrally tied to
location, indigeneity is preserved, and exposure to globalized technology is rare.
The remainder of this introduction will explore the problem of performing technical de-
sign for rural recipient societies that are unfamiliar with the sensibilitites of the engineer-
ing practitioner.
1.1 Statement of Problem
As the nations of the world progress from embracing global intercommunication into an
era of global interdependence, agencies and organizations increasingly take responsibil-
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ity for providing engineering services to societies that differ from their own, particularly
in terms of need (Nieusma and Riley, 2010).
But while the planet’s technical experts are better able to communicate with and travel
to remote locations to provide engineering support, they still often focus primarily on
industrialized-world technology design without clearly understanding the societal dif-
ferences that may or may not make the technology appropriate to meet the recipient so-
ciety’s needs (Ika and Hodgson, 2014). In fact, a variety of non-technology influences
intermingles within each client community to generate an outcome that can appear not
only unique but seemingly unpredictable for a given engineering approach (Hjorth and
Bagheri, 2006). While the interrelationship of these influences varies widely from one
society to another, engineers continue to seek the “silver bullet” solution to global infras-
tructure needs, oblivious to the sociological perspective of globalization that suggests a
universal solution does not and cannot exist in a globalized world (Haraway, 1991). Local
characteristics often are retained as a hedge against power subversion, and the implemen-
tation of a broad solution can result in diluting or overpowering that local protection, this
perspective suggests.
The engineering literature has sporadically explored the influence of local social charac-
teristics upon the durability and sustainability of an engineered infrastructure, but these
explorations often consist of case studies for a specific locale, assuming that a lesson
learned in western Asia may be applied with equal effectiveness to a community in An-
dean South America or Sub-Saharan Africa. The reason for this assumption may lie in the
recognition that past engineering efforts to export westernized technological solutions to
alternately developed societies have frequently been identified as failures (Bouabid and
Louis, 2015). Looking specifically at efforts to provide safe, reliable drinking water to
non-industrialized countries throughout the world, estimates of infrastructure failure for
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outside-delivered interventions range from 30 percent to 60 percent, and at least one NGO
expects 50 percent of water systems constructed by outside organizations in Honduras to
fail within five years (Stottlemyer, 2017).
1.2 Objectives of Study
This research begins with a sociological evaluation of why infrastructure does not meet
client needs when performed by a designer from one society for a recipient from another.
Since the pre-eminent relational phenomenon of the 21st century is globalization, this so-
cial construct provides a fitting starting point for evaluating roles and relationships that
transcend socio-cultural boundaries. The Globalization Project proposes that the local is
being supplanted by a global identity that unites all clients under a single mindset and
objective and seeks to displace “exotic” and “unfamiliar” with “shared” and “universal”
(Emirbayer, 1997). For urban settings that are more directly influenced by expansion of
global influences, the mindset is somewhat applicable, but for rural areas – where in-
digenous identities remain strong and the global is subordinate to the local (Barabas and
Bartolome, 1996) – universality is chimerical.
The role an engineer typically plays in an industrialized society is to address a physi-
cal need and improve the quality of life. But additional weight is placed upon an en-
gineer performing humanitarian design for a client from a non-industrialized nation, as
is demonstrated by a solicitation e-mail from the executive director of Engineers With-
out Borders-USA (Leslie, 2017), arguably one of the largest volunteer service engineering
NGOs serving rural populations with tailor-made infrastructure support.
With your support, Engineers Without Borders USA will keep helping people like
Linda break out of the cycle of poverty and fulfill their true potential.
The water system we installed in Linda’s community is closer and safer than the stream
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she used to walk to and from for hours each day. Those hours spent hauling water are
now free to pursue new income-generating opportunities.
In 2018, we’ll keep shortening walks for water and extending what’s possible for
women like Linda and their families.
Engineers who promote the need for advancement of Western technology – and as the
memo above demonstrates, Western perceptions of the relationship between time avail-
ability and economic development – in alternately developed societies create particular
complications when serving indigenous, often isolated and rural, societies whose in-
grained beliefs may conflict with industrialized standards (Witmer, 2017a). Nonetheless,
technically focused research continues to seek methodology for educating client societies
and encouraging them to discard place-based practices so that they may conform to glob-
alized standards for infrastructure design, construction, and operation. The literature is
virtually silent regarding the notion of placing the onus upon engineer-designers to ed-
ucate themselves and suspend their own technical predispositions to better align with
local standards and practices that will produce greater user comfort when infrastructure
design solutions are implemented.
It is a foundational hypothesis of this research that a stronger understanding of the in-
terrelationship between local (often indigenous) infrastructure practices and globally in-
fluenced design expertise could allow for selection and implementation of more effective
and sustainable technological interventions on a community-by-community basis. At the
same time, it is acknowledged that, as with any collection of people, there is significant
heterogeneity within a society as well as among societies. This research acknowledges
such differences, but seeks to identify a general characteristic trend within a client com-
munity by assessing local authority and governance, the degree of disparity in wealth and
status, and other conditions that may indicate a unity or lack thereof of thought within
the population being served.
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1.3 Definitions
Before exploring the challenges of providing engineering services in an alternately de-
veloped society, it is necessary to establish a common understanding of the definitions
and terms used to address conditions, thought processes, and roles. Table 1.1 provides a
lexicon of terms that will be used throughout this dissertation, as well as the reason these
terms are used instead of more commonly employed terminology.
More specifically, reference will be made throughout to traditional humanitarian engi-
neering practices, which may be considered equivalent to development engineering and
conforms with descriptions of engineering work in the technical literature. This form of
engineering should be placed in contrast to a new discipline in engineering defined and
evaluated herein, which will be referred to as Contextual Engineering. The author notes
that while Contextual Engineering is represented here as a form of technical interven-
tion used for support to alternately developed societies, the actual practice is not limited
to international work and may be applied domestically as well as in unfamiliar societal
conditions. Because of the nuances of approach associated with the multi-disciplinary
merging of engineering with sociology, however, the discipline is best demonstrated and
most clearly understood through application of overtly distinct societies associated with
the engineering practitioner and the client community.
Table 1.1: Definitions of terms used in this report
TERM DEFINITION REASON
Alternately Developed
Society
A society whose trajectory does not
match with the globalized understand-
ing of wealth, comfort, and availability of
material goods
Remove disparity of
value associated with
“developing”
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Assimilation The ability to experience societal context
non-judgmentally and with full under-
standing of alternative conditions, val-
ues, and perspectives
Identifies the ability to
extend one’s societal
understanding beyond
one’s own frame of ref-
erence
Attestation A first-hand experience in observing so-
cietal context, without relinquishment of
personal perspective in assessing the sig-
nificance of that context
Acknowledges that a
stakeholder may expe-
rience and recognize
societal context with-
out fully understand-
ing it
Beneficiary Any participant in an engineered project
who attains some benefit – including per-
sonal, spiritual, and economic – from
his/her role
Shift perception from
notion of “provider”
and “recipient”
Consultant An authority within an engineered
project who provides some expertise or
knowledge for design, implementation,
and/or operation; the practitioner
Reduces the perceived
authority bestowed
upon a provider gifting
services to others
Client The community, society, or individuals
who are the intended users of the engi-
neered project
Elevates status of user
to an active role in
project
Development Interven-
tion
Programs of societal change, work-
ing through government, community,
and/or grassroots base
Identifies activity as in-
tended to implement
societal change
Indigeneity Originating or occurring naturally in a
particular place, or more specifically an
identity particular to an individual or so-
ciety who see themselves as belonging in
that particular place
Clarifies the notion that
local knowledge and
innovation is not infe-
rior, but is simply dif-
ferent
Industrialized Society A society characterized by extensive in-
dustry, consumption, high incom,e and
low perception of need
Remove association
of “developed” with
wealth
Infrastructure Intervention Programs of design, con-
struction, and operation/maintenance of
engineered infrastructure for the purpose
of meeting a physical need
Distinguishes the dif-
ference between soci-
etal change and phys-
ical need acknowledg-
ment
Integration A predisposition to experience societal
context outside of one’s own personal ex-
perience, but with a familiarity or com-
fort that prevents the viewer from explor-
ing multiple perspectives
Identifies level of im-
mersion that creates in
the viewer a new un-
derstanding but relies
on alliances or expecta-
tions of homogeneity
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Table 1.1 (cont)
Predictive Tool An aid to allow the consultant to identify
and address societal needs before under-
taking design, so that technical decision-
making may be predicated on client con-
ditions
Distinguishes a tool
from the traditional
assessment tools,
logframes, and case
studies to analyze
outcomes
Stakeholder Any individual, business, organization,
or government entity who participates in
an engineered project
Recognizes varying in-
terests and motivations
in participation
Success/Failure Relative terms dependent upon stake-
holder objectives and perspectives
Recognizes that these
concepts are not im-
mutable
SOURCES: Barbanti Jr. (2004); Tlakatekatl (2014); Witmer (2015); Schreiber (2017); Jahnke (2018)
1.4 Research Questions
This research endeavors to consider effectiveness of engineering both in terms of the so-
cietal aspects of infrastructure clients and the technical aspects of infrastructure design
itself, and therefore considers both sociological and engineering questions. The following
research questions are intended to explore the stated problem through multiple fronts and
using multiple techniques, including ethnographic research and engineering analysis:
1. Do engineers limit their ability to perform effective infrastructure design by over-
laying their technical thinking with a responsibility for developing the client com-
munity with whom they are working? Inherent in this question is a definition of
“effective infrastructure design,” which remains vague in the literature. The major-
ity of engineering-driven publications focus on effective design as that which meets
regulatory standards comparable to the practitioner’s home state, and disregard the
expectations and needs of the client. For the purposes of this analysis, effective-
ness will be based upon research currently being undertaken by colleagues at the
University of Illinois that considers multiple stakeholder perspectives, prioritizing
client needs and expectations (Schreiber, 2017).
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Table 1.1 (cont)
2. How much do a designer’s own predispositions, values, and experiences affect her
expectation of a positive outcome when creating a technical solution for a client, and
does her awareness of how her predispositions, values, and experiences differ from
those of the client allow her to better address the needs of her client? Again, de-
signer predispositions and motivations will be based upon research currently being
undertaken by colleagues. (Jahnke, 2018)
3. Can a generally applied, standard infrastructure solution be achieved without pro-
moting a globalized power-authority that devalues a recipient society’s local power
and agency to address its individual needs effectively and sustainably? The focus of
this question is on client needs and expectations, while recognizing that other stake-
holders participating in an infrastructure intervention may consider client needs
secondary.
4. If a standard solution design is not effective, can an alternative process be executed
whereby context-specific engineering interventions may more appropriately meet
recipient society needs without controverting local identity and agency?
5. What processes can an engineer employ to achieve an effective infrastructure design
for a client whose lifestyle, value system, and set of beliefs differ significantly from
the practitioner’s own experience?
6. Can a predictive tool be employed to help a consultant productively engage with
the client in advance of infrastructure design and implementation in a way that
results in acceptance, operation, and sustainability of the infrastructure? Implicit
in this research are more significant sociological questions that may not engage the
engineering practitioner directly but nonetheless must be considered as part of the
effort to broaden the impact of engineering infrastructure interventions beyond the
level of individual client communities.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter explores both sociological and engineering literature to address the research
questions, determine current thinking with respect to the research, evaluate existing strate-
gies for addressing adoption of infrastructure, and formulate a strategy for proceeding
with investigation. Before considering the engineering practices and processes in infras-
tructure interventions, one must place the activities of practitioners in the perspective of
global conditions that drive participants’ personal motivations, institutional objectives,
and perceptions of whether an infrastructure outcome achieves those objectives while
rewarding motivations. Sociological analysis provides the platform for this examination.
2.1 Sociological Review
Three areas of sociological inquiry are needed to place into perspective the dynamics
associated with industrialized-world engineers providing services in alternately devel-
oped locales. First, it is necessary to understand the conditions that have encouraged
practitioners to undertake international infrastructure projects in rapidly growing num-
bers over the past 50 years. Second, it is critical to understand how those projects are
evaluated from a sociological perspective to determine whether they may be regarded as
meeting the specific objectives of participants. And third, examining the significance of
rurality on place-based engineering technology is particularly significant as agricultural
societies continue to struggle against a strong trend toward globally connected, indige-
nously diluted cosmopolitan places.
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2.1.1 Globalization Influence
In reviewing the history of international infrastructure interventions and drivers that lead
engineering practitioners in the industrialized world to address physical needs elsewhere,
the emergent condition that coincides with international service and responsibility is the
Globalization Project, which took hold in the 1970s and redefined space and place in a
globalized network (Woods, 2007). A very basic definition of globalization is provided in
What Is Globalization? (2016):
Globalization is a process of interaction and integration among the people, compa-
nies, and governments of different nations, a process driven by international trade and
investment and aided by information technology. This process has effects on the en-
vironment, on culture, on political systems, on economic development and prosperity,
and on human physical well-being in societies around the world.
The impact of globalization is particularly notable in the “global countryside,” which has
become a reconstitution of rural places’ self-definitions of “the local” amid “the global,”
creating a hybridization of both that can lead to either positive or negative outcomes, de-
pending upon not only human-based conditions but ecological, topographical, and other
non-human conditions as well (Massey, 2005). These sociologists, in fact, assert that the
dynamics associated with global countryside hybridization rely not only on economics
but on social, cultural, and political processes as well, all of which can come together in
unique combinations to result in a net positive or negative experience for the rural society
under investigation.
Further exploring the relationship between globalization and the rural world, Lacy (2009)
provides an examination of the globalized desire to empower rural communities through
science and local food system influences, among others. In his paper, Lacy argues that
the ways in which a globalized knowledge of science and technology is generated and
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disseminated to rural societies around the world is an essential factor in those societies’
self-identity and empowerment. Globalization has arguably shifted a community’s value
from social unit to commodity-production site, placing an imperative on rural commu-
nities to become contributors to the global economy rather than to remain pockets of
individual cultural curators. And yet, resistance to globalization may be explained using
virtue theory, which provides justification for opposition to rural community develop-
ment and relinquishment of local authority. The three facets of virtue theory Lacy focuses
on are how commodification of goods and services may undermine virtue, how devel-
opment may make performance of tasks routine and unreflective, and how development
may interrupt the continuation of family farming tradition, which is associated with a vir-
tuous lifestyle. These facets can significantly influence a community’s governance struc-
ture, turning community members from active participants and vibrant members of a so-
cial unit to producers, voters, and consumers who are passively involved in the unit and
disempowered from supporting the inherent identity of the unit. The weakening of local
responsibility and initiative, particularly through promotion of a globalized science, tech-
nology, and education, is particularly troubling in this analysis, because it points directly
to a potentially dangerous impact associated with outside engineer designers relying on
their globalized expertise to support a locally defined and governed rural society:
The products of science are contextually specific constructs that can be understood
only with detailed knowledge of the social conditions of their production. These include
decisions about the choice of problem, what resources to allocate to the problem, how to
conduct the research, what to consider as results, and how to interpret the findings.
In consideration of whether indigeneity becomes less relevant when connections are formed 
in a globalized context, Ferguson (2012) proposes that connectivity and identity can be 
lost through globalization. Ferguson considered how the people of Zambia abandoned 
their cultural identity during colonization, adopting instead the perceived superior de-
portment of the Anglophone colonizers. In the post-colonial period, however, Zambia
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lost its relevance to the industrialized world and not only was devalued by its colonial
sovereigns but was left to feel foolish at having believed itself a peer of the Europeans in
the first place. If practitioners are tempted to consider engineered infrastructure as a de-
vice of connectivity between technology designers and users, Ferguson’s cautionary tale
of Zambia provides compelling considerations for the impact that such connectivity may
or not create, and how it could affect indigenous identity.
Alverson (1977), meanwhile, examined the disconnect between indigenous societies and
volunteers from the Global North who seek to support them, as well as the resulting
relational dysfunctions that prevent support progress. Describing the inappropriate as-
cription of motivations by Peace Corps volunteers upon indigenous Botswanans, Alver-
son demonstrates that while U.S. volunteers witness behaviors that appear familiar and
meaningful, they lack the indigenous understanding to interpret those behaviors prop-
erly. From disparities in consciousness of time to understandings of the value of candor,
volunteers fail to translate behaviors based on indigenous identity rather than their own,
leading to consistent failures to make progress in identified global-humanitarian collabo-
rations.
Recognition by international service engineers that client communities may differ from
their own in terms of values, behaviors, and standards may be critical to acceptance and
understanding of a designed infrastructure, assuming the engineered system is intended
to solve a client’s physical need rather than to extend the global engineering paradigm to
“outsider” rural societies, as Ferguson suggests. But the ability of the engineer to disre-
gard the paradigm in favor of local standards, as Alverson indicates, may be difficult to
achieve without a mindful awareness of disparities. This condition is further complicated
by the awareness that even the most local societies experience extra-local connections,
which bring with them additional influences to magnify the distinctiveness of the client.
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2.1.2 “Development” Interventions by the Industrialized World
Armed with an understanding of global conditions and forces that have brought together
practitioners and clients, attention is now turned to the mechanisms by which parties re-
gard the relationship as a fruitful one. Implicit in this statement is the assumption that
there is a clear definition of “fruitful” versus “failed” that is shared by all parties to the
relationship. But the sociological literature challenges that assumption, positing instead
that the concepts of success and failure are more dependent upon the perspectives and
personal motivations of each stakeholder than upon actual infrastructure performance.
Dunn (2017) provides strong evidence in consideration of how regulation and policies
associated with the industrialized world not only may result in differing interpretation
of program success but in fact may even adversely affect indigenous self-governance,
economy, and identity. In “Standards and Person-Making in East Central Europe,” she
demonstrates how imposition of a “global standard” for pork production upon a previ-
ously disconnected society not only subverted its ability to address its own needs but
excluded it from a greater pork market by identifying it as inferior. Imposition of a stan-
dard set by the governing power structure, as often is the case in evaluating an engi-
neered infrastructure functionality, has the potential to be incompatible with the unique
needs, desires, and expectations of a local or indigenous society, Dunn’s findings suggest.
From the perspective of the outsider rules-makers, then, the attempt to establish quality
standards for pork in Poland that Dunn describes could have been viewed as a failure be-
cause black-market Polish pork producers circumvented the rules, or it could have been
viewed as a success because it served to prevent degradation of the European pork mar-
ket through introduction of low-cost, high-availability product. From the perspective of
those upon whom the standards were imposed, Dunn concludes, the regulations only
served to drive pork producers out of business or underground and flooded the Polish
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market with more expensive pork produced by the powerful European market, though it
did not conform to local tastes.
The notion of imposing regulations or standards that conflict with local need and sen-
sibilities is not limited to international relationships, however. Grigg (2017)’s review of
the Flint, Michigan, drinking-water supply crisis examines an intra-industrialized fail-
ure to address consumer needs for drinking-water safety, attributing that failure to a se-
ries of non-technical conditions that led to abdication of responsibility. Drinking-water
engineers consider policies and standards of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(USEPA) as being among the most effective in the world, and these standards often are
used as measuring sticks for projects conceived and implemented for alternately devel-
oped societies. Griggs notes, however, that the regulatory framework failed Flint cus-
tomers because of a combination of community economic distress, political disregard for
customer well-being, and general ignorance of the linkages within a regulatory frame-
work that can influence behaviors and outcomes. The failures that led to the Flint water
crisis, when firmly placed within the framework of an effective regulatory structure, can
be viewed as a deterrent to imposition of regulations and policies across societies and
cultures.
Armed with a sociological understanding of the drivers that introduced the industrialized
provider/non-industrialized recipient relationship and the differing perspectives that can
inform perception of project effectiveness, it is now possible to review the engineering lit-
erature that addresses “international development projects” with a new eye.
2.1.3 The Significance of Rurality
While the place of rural society has been briefly discussed above in relation to the Glob-
alization Project, a more specific exploration is necessary to understand the rural as an
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agricultural center, a custodian of place-based tradition in a globally networked world,
and a center for environmental preservation – and how that identity conflicts economi-
cally and educationally with the urban.
Throughout the globe, rural societies act as the kitchen pantry of the world’s local identi-
ties, stocked with a diversity of knowledge, beliefs, and value systems (Creed and Ching,
1997). Indigenous beliefs, practices, and knowledges in rural communities throughout
the world are as diverse as the flora that has evolved in different regions based on cli-
mate, topography, and geology.
In the 21st century, though, rural communities also are home to the world’s poorest pop-
ulations. As Lipton (1977) observes in “Why Poor People Stay Poor”, “the worst-off one
third of mankind comprises the village underclass of the Third World.” Development
policymakers cast their eyes toward rural societies as targets for poverty reduction, but
trends indicate many peoples are self-managing poverty by migrating to population cen-
ters (Imai et al., 2017). Urban melting pots of global bombardment, with a blur of fast-food
restaurants, product advertisements, and access to viral internet memes, rapidly dissi-
pate the place-based knowledge and identity of local societies (Creed and Ching, 1997).
Drivers of this migration to urban areas frequently are economic, but a significant reason
given by migrants is a desire to live in conditions that more adequately address basic
human needs – safe drinking water, improved sanitation, electrical power, and passable
roadways among them (Radhakrishnan and Arunachalam, 2017).
International aid organizations have provided engineered infrastructure interventions to
non-industrialized societies for decades, dating back to the time of the Bretton Woods
Agreement of 1944. But as the business of development has grown with the onset of
the Globalization Project in the 1970s, the emphasis of these interventions has been on
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reducing the volume of people living without basic services (Krause, 2014). Initiatives
such as the United Nations Millennium Development Goals of 2015 effectively set quotas
for the reduction of number of people without access to clean water or improved sani-
tation, driving organizations toward supporting urban interventions to optimize service
delivery. As a result, the largest and most-resourced aid agencies have placed a strong
focus on population-center interventions, providing generalized and “scalable” guidance
to rural-focused organizations but leaving the global countryside largely in the hands of
less well-endowed volunteer groups, missions, and NGO interventions (Matthew et al.,
2016). Rural infrastructure support, then, often falls to organizations ill-equipped to ad-
dress local needs and frequently reliant upon global attitudes and values that conflict
with local identities. The remnants of failed infrastructure systems that litter the global
countryside bear witness to the widening gap between rural and urban intervention ef-
fectiveness (Witmer, 2018a).
Further validating the support for urban centers are the assumptions that cities are more
fertile, more esoteric, and more intellectual than rural societies. As discussed in the intro-
duction to their collection of essays, Creed and Ching (1997) directly confront the differ-
ence in power and respect bestowed upon the “urbane” city dwellers of the world and the
“rustic” rural societies, who are regarded as lacking sufficient intellectual value to the ex-
tent that even academic researchers neglect to consider their contributions. This attitude
was demonstrated in discussion after paper presentation by Mincyte (2018), who stated
that there is an “urban aesthetical view of the landscape” that is in conflict with rural
sensibilities and beliefs toward land. In fact, she said, many urbanites regard rurality as a
leisure-time place to experience nature rather than a center for livelihoods and a location
in which a nation’s food security is dependent.
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Assuming one values the preservation of rural knowledge, values, and economic activ-
ities that reside in the countryside, in much the same way one values the preservation 
of an endangered species, it may be necessary to rethink the worth of rural societies and 
the importance of addressing rural interventions in a new way that supports specifically 
place-based needs. This section will explore the conditions that drive rural residents into 
forced urban migration as well as the state of infrastructure interventions that fail to sta-
bilize rural community populations by contextually addressing their needs.
2.1.3.1 The Condition of Forced Migration
Data from the United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs (2018) portray 
a strong trend toward urbanization and decay of rurality throughout the globe. Figure 
2.1 depicts past and projected trends in rural and urban populations for the entire world 
(in red) and particularly for low-income countries (in blue). Though most low-income 
countries have been more heavily populated in rural areas than urban since the start of 
modern development efforts, urban population is projected to overtake rurality in this 
sector before 2050. Globally, urbanization overtook rural population in the late 2000s, 
and Figure 2.1 graphically demonstrates that future population growth is projected to 
dominate in cities, while rural populations are projected to decline despite an increase 
in overall population expansion. Some of this transition to urban dominance may be at-
tributed to migration of rural residents, particularly younger generations who seek access 
to greater opportunity and more modern services than they may be able to access in rural 
communities (Eshetu and Beshir, 2017). With their departure to cities, the number of ru-
ral residents of child-bearing age will decrease, leading to an aging and less robust rural 
workforce. Though strong urban pull factors among young rural migrants in one study 
were identified as greater employment opportunities (66%) and higher level of income 
(62%), 57% of urban migrants cited availability of good infrastructure facilities as a prime 
pull factor for shifting to urban life, placing it ahead of improved social life (36%) and
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lower risk from natural hazards (46%) as a critical decision factor (Radhakrishnan and
Arunachalam, 2017).
Regardless of reasons cited to explain this phenomenon of a global shift toward urbaniza-
tion, the result is that rural societies across the globe find themselves increasingly sepa-
rated from markets, resources, economic growth and even self-respect (Rignall and Atia,
2017). The power that once accompanied an intimate knowledge of rural space and its
resources has been completely reversed, and “modern” knowledge and resources that
flow through the global marketplace to urban centers has thoroughly disempowered the
place-based societies rooted in the countryside (Creed and Ching, 1997).
Figure 2.1: United Nations population trends, projected to the year 2050, for urban and
rural populations globally and in low-income nations. Data Source: United Nations Depart-
ment of Economic and Social Affairs, 2018
The loss of ambitious rural youth to urban communities particularly hampers rural so-
cieties, most of which are agriculturally based and dependent upon physical labor, and
endangers the preservation of place-based knowledge and identity. If we consider the
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possibility that access to reliable infrastructure could dissuade a portion of these migrants 
from leaving their native societies, an imperative is placed upon more effectively serving 
rural communities with appropriate engineering design to retain a country’s diversity of 
indigenous knowledge, land management, agricultural practices, and cultural identity.
2.1.3.2 Rural Societies and Infrastructure
A number of papers have considered the effectiveness of international rural infrastructure 
interventions, usually espousing the perspective and technical knowledge of industrialized-
nation engineers, and often focusing on case studies to generalize attitudes and behav-
iors associated with those interventions (Carter et al., 1999; Shannon et al., 2008; Starkl 
et al., 2013). The very definition of effectiveness in these case studies typically relies upon 
standards and knowledge residing within the engineer himself and rarely considers the 
perspective of the client society for whom the infrastructure is implemented. In addition, 
in conformity with development practices dating back to creation of the World Bank, 
infrastructure engineering design is commonly invested with the added responsibility 
of providing economic and social adjustment (Witmer, 2018b), often using the physical 
infrastructure as leverage to promote behavioral change. As a result, the infrastructure it-
self may conflict with local values, needs, knowledge, or practice, leading to lack of desire 
on the part of the recipient to maintain its operation. The author can attest that regard-
less of location, from sub-Saharan Africa to Andean South America, rural communities 
frequently amass vestiges of project after project constructed by service organizations to 
address infrastructure needs that have failed because of lack of understanding of local 
context and conditions. Interviews with residents of many of these communities reveal 
a growing distrust of the effectiveness of outside organizations in addressing an infras-
tructure need, as well as an increasing disenchantment with design engineers who fail 
to recognize and address local conditions and knowledge when implementing physical 
infrastructure interventions.
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2.1.3.3 Rural focus for “Hobbyist” Development Engineers
The notion of optimization of resources is not a new one and applies as much to the de-
livery of infrastructure aid to alternately developed societies as to any other economic 
endeavor. Because the metrics of development in recent decades have focused on quotas 
– Millennium Development Goals of 2015, for example, set a 50% reduction in proportion
of people without sustainable access to safe drinking water (WHO, 2013) – the greatest 
impact for the least use of resources has driven development agencies toward urban in-
terventions. One evaluation of where non-governmental organizations work in Kenya, 
for example, found that agencies show a strong urban bias when choosing locations to 
work, drawn by ease of access, comfort, convenience, and population density as well as 
by client need (Brass, 2012; Dipendra, 2018).
As a result, the small-scale projects associated with rural communities often fall within the 
purview of mission trips, service-education organizations, and volunteer groups whose 
financial resources are limited and expertise is variable (Matthew et al., 2016). More than 
a decade of the author’s own project observation and participation attests to the prac-
tice by such organizations of relying on guidance manuals produced for infrastructure 
development – manuals that are not context-specific but offer generic technical guidance 
– and design engineers drawing from their professional experiences in conforming to
industrialized-world standards such as U.S. Safe Drinking Water Act standards or EN 
Eurocodes. Equally frequently, the organizations are associated with, or partner with, 
agencies that promote particular foci such as religious dogma, capitalistic entrepreneur-
ship, or even market development for particular products. The author has witnessed 
many clashes of rural identity with practitioner perspective reflecting these foci that have 
led to infrastructure design rejection. Two notable examples are described here:
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• An indigenous Honduran agricultural community seeking a safe water supply
strongly objected to NGO insistence that a nearby spring source be enclosed in
concrete, in accordance with government standards for drinking-water protection.
The reason?This spiritually focused society has believed for generations that the
spring is a su-pernatural portal into the afterlife, and any encasement of the
source would neces-sitate immediate removal if residents hoped to gain access to
eternal existence upon death.
• A Senegalese farming community located far from a natural water source was
gifted by a Christian provider with a hand-dug well and rope pump to ease the
burden of village women who collected water for household use. Particular
consideration was given to gender equity with the intent of freeing rural women
to engage in more economically productive activity. This Muslim community
consisted of compounds within whose walls the multiple wives of a single
husband were sequestered except when required to leave the confines to attend to
household tasks. Within weeks, the women of the community disabled the pump,
expressing a need to regain their free-dom to associate with non-family friends
while walking the distance to the natural water source.
The infrastructure designers’ desires to address overt needs without identifying local con-
text led to a failure of function for the target recipients, in the first case because global-
ized standards conflicted with indigenous beliefs, and in the second case because design
failed to consider user motivations and values. Both of these projects were undertaken by
volunteer engineers and students rather than established international aid organizations,
lifting protocols for procedure and replacing them with intuition and compassion.
Even if the projects had been undertaken by aid agencies, though, the level of bureau-
cracy and disconnection from local clients can be so great that it obfuscates the physical
objectives and prevents thoughtful analysis of project performance (Easterly, 2002), far
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surpassing the resources – time, money, and labor availability – of the recipient to be a 
viable participant in the process.
2.2 Engineering Review
In examining the engineering literature for insights into international infrastructure 
projects, three topics of interest emerge:
1. Effectiveness of design in addressing the physical needs of the recipient society;
2. Perceptions of why failure occurs in infrastructure interventions, and how those
failures are identified;
3. Tools and processes available to assess performance of infrastructure interventions
in alternately developed societies.
While these items rarely are explored holistically in the literature using both technical and
societal evaluations, application of the principles of comprehensive analysis frequently
are attempted in case studies to explain whether a given infrastructure in a specific loca-
tion is successful or failed, what factors effected that outcome, and how diagnostic tools
may be implemented to predict performance and durability. These analyses are further
explored below.
2.2.1 Engineering Effectiveness
A review of the engineering literature provides strong evidence of an academic focus on
“engineering effectiveness” in international infrastructure design, coupled with a recog-
nition that many projects do not meet the standards of the practitioner because of socio-
cultural conditions (Starkl et al., 2013). In the majority of papers reviewed, the authors
used case studies to demonstrate project performance in the context of client acceptance,
but there was little reflection regarding the impact of the practitioner herself upon the
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design decision-making and implementation. This literature review examines some of
the trends demonstrated as well as the assumptions by the authors in assessing project
success. It then evaluates some of the many assessment tools presented in the literature
for broader application in international engineering infrastructure work.
Starkl et al. (2013) provided perhaps the broadest evaluation of engineering effectiveness,
espousing the premise that a general quality standard may be applied to water systems
throughout the world. In the paper, the authors examined 60 projects in India, Mexico,
and South Africa to see how many were regarded as “apparent successes” by local experts
compared with whether they were “actual successes” in the view of international expert
teams. An additional category of acceptance by local users indicated 47 systems were
fully accepted while nine systems were at least partially not accepted and four systems
were at risk. Local experts regarded 42 of those systems as a social success and 29 as an
apparent success overall. When international experts applied industrialized-world stan-
dards, however, only 13 systems were deemed an actual success. It is notable that global
expertise regards 47 water systems as failed, while users considered only 18 systems as
not meeting the needs of the society being served. Starkl’s analysis of the data considered
whether policymakers must have a stronger hand in maintaining such systems, advo-
cating that “At least in economically advanced developing countries. . . it is necessary to
enforce standards and procedures that are comparable with those of industrialized coun-
tries.” One may recognize the similarity of conclusion to the description by Dunn (2017)
of imposed standards of measurement and evaluation.
The adherence to industrialized-world standards and policies was further advocated by
Shannon et al. (2008). As with Starkl et al. (2013), Shannon disregarded local identity or
user needs in determining what the authors viewed as a universal expectation of inten-
sively disinfected and treated water supply throughout the world, regardless of access,
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indigenous belief, or economic means. Shannon described a pervasive world problem as
inadequate access to clean water and sanitation in exploring conditions that lead to the
need for disinfection and decontamination treatment. While acknowledging that ultravi-
olet disinfection may lack the ability to inactivate viruses in supply, the authors ignored
the prevalent lack of access to electricity in non-industrialized societies that is necessary to
power an ultraviolet treatment process. As they discussed the need for decontamination
of heavy metals, nitrates, or aromatics, they left out of the conversation the lack of access
to any water supply for many rural regions of the world. The expert focus on technology
to make water supply safe neglected the need to make water supply accessible for many
people, potentially putting access further out of reach if policymakers focus primarily on
quality standards.
From these two papers, it appears that engineering effectiveness is the ultimate objective
of infrastructure interventions, yet engineering effectiveness has been defined in multi-
ple ways, most typically from the viewpoint of the “experts” who design and implement
infrastructure interventions for societies that differ in cultural identity, values, and experi-
ence. The literature explores both the definitions of success and of failure in international-
service engineering, often using the notion of development as the prime characteristic of
evaluation. But “development” in itself is a loaded word, suggesting the objective of an
engineered project is not simply to address an infrastructure need for a client but is more
directly aimed at improving the condition of the society in terms of economics, health, and
political-conflict abatement (Lentfer, 2017). These are heavy responsibilities to be placed
on an engineer charged with creating a civil infrastructure design, particularly outside of
her own culture of experience, and they raise the question whether an engineering project
should in fact be tied directly to “development” (Witmer, 2017a).
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Nieusma and Riley (2010) approached the interconnection between engineering and de-
velopment from another perspective to reach a separate conclusion. In their recognition
that engineering and development are intertwined, they proposed that an engineer’s fo-
cus on technology neglects the considerations of economic and cultural structures that di-
rect development interventions. As a result, they concluded, technological interventions
may be functional but social-justice conditions may be placed at risk. They concluded that
concerns about technical function “tend to occlude social power imbalances and episte-
mological divergence, leading to projects that inadvertently extend social injustices.” At
the root of the conclusions by Nieusma and Riley is the recognition that engineers are
not equipped to recognize the interconnection between sociological and technical mat-
ters when performing infrastructure interventions. Katz and Sara (1997) went one step
further in determining that intrinsically linking engineering infrastructure interventions
with recipient interactions and demand responsiveness will contribute to a more robust
design outcome.
The literature is relatively silent on identifying successful projects directly from the per-
spective of the client or beneficiary, however. Instead, general metrics developed by or
based in the industrialized world are commonly employed for various infrastructures.
For drinking-water supplies, for example, the metrics of choice are broad and vague,
and include the Millennium Development Goals set by the United Nations and the 1992
Dublin-Rio Principles of the UN Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
(Amin et al., 2015).
Carter et al. (1999) defined impact objectives for a water system as provision of minimum
daily per capita volumes, minimum times spent hauling water, improvements to water-
transport technology, minimal down times for water delivery, equity in service provision,
and decreased contamination.
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In contrast to this generalized (and very difficult to define) evaluation of success, other
authors focused on specific standards to which industrialized societies adhere, such as
the Safe Drinking Water Act in the United States. Shannon et. al. (2008) invested great ef-
fort in discussing the development of water-purification technologies to support the “de-
veloping world,” indifferent to the notion that many societies refuse to disinfect supply
because it conflicts with their spiritual beliefs, and many more societies lack the resources
to implement and maintain ultraviolet disinfection technology so that they can avoid dis-
infection byproducts from chlorination (a contaminant unregulated in the United States
until 1999, when detection capabilities became sufficient to identify the constituent).
Another test of success when engineered infrastructure is linked with “development”
is the notion of self-reliance. The capacity to self-manage and ultimately replace aged or
failed infrastructure is a regular expectation in the literature, as engineers seek to edu-
cate an alternately developed society to maintain, finance, and repair technical systems
without future outside support (Munu and Banadda, 2016).
2.2.2 The Perception of Failure
The literature’s definition of success for an engineered infrastructure that is provided in
the non-industrialized world by outside technical experts leads to the question of how
the academy may address the equally relevant definition of failure. Through case stud-
ies, the literature is far more informative in defining an infrastructure failure, though the
milestones of judgment appear to be the same: expert definition of what should be in com-
parison with how client societies are or are not implementing the technical improvement.
As Starkl et al.’s paper demonstrated, detailed evaluation of water system performance
falls to the “experts” who draw from personal experience in societies that are tightly gov-
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erned for drinking-water standards such as the United States and European Union. These
very definitions provide a condition that Starkl termed “hidden failure,” or infrastructure
that meets local needs but fails the standards tests of the experts.
Venugopal (2018) also addressed failure in development, though not from a specifically
engineering perspective. Instead, the author explored how the concept of project failure
is constructed, identifying not the management and execution of a project as responsible
so much as the plan under which the project proceeds. Venugopal appeared to fall prey
to Starkl’s notion of “hidden” failure in characterizing a project outcome, but in fact he
turned the tables on Starkl’s definition, acknowledging that the hiddenness is dependent
upon the perspective of the powerful at the cost of the powerless, an overriding theme of
globalization:
“. . . the fundamental impulse of the dominant party is to extract benefit from the sub-
servient one. Development is thus the pursuit of those self-interested objectives, while
the language and rhetoric of upliftment and selfless generosity euphemize that reality
and provide it with the legitimacy to render it acceptable.”
Hidden failure, then, consists of a failure to meet one stakeholder’s needs while another’s
is fully realized. From the example discussed in the introduction, one may regard the Las
Mesas filtration plant as a hidden failure, because even as community members were
growing ill from the bacteria thriving in the filter media, the organization that had con-
structed it was promoting the accomplishment on its web page.
In turning attention to specific examples of infrastructure failures in the literature, sev-
eral papers emerge to support recognition of socio-cultural considerations in engineering
design, though they often neglect to recognize that those socio-cultural conditions are
transient from location to location. Amin et al. (2015) evaluated implementation of water
supplies in India by an NGO and an Australian educational institution to conclude that
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best practices for system implementation rely on awareness of communal wealth and in-
stallation of household taps. Using household surveys for 10 case-study communities to
assess effectiveness of service, the authors developed analyses correlating median income
to acceptability of service. A glaring omission for this paper, though, was that the authors
inferred causality from correlation, which has the potential to drive readers toward the
assumption that best practice is to install water systems in the highest-income communi-
ties to ensure “success.”
By contrast, Harvey and Reed (2006) considered community-managed water supplies in
sub-Saharan Africa and the distinction between community participation and community
management to ensure water system sustainability. The methodology of investigation for
this case study of African systems is unclear, as is the very definition of what constitutes
an “adequate” water supply provided by a community system. However, the conclu-
sions of the paper were that African communities are capable of participating in system
development but should not be expected to manage the system. Instead, the authors con-
cluded, “appropriate institutional support” is needed to ensure system sustainability. In
the alternative, they added as an afterthought in the last paragraph of the paper: “If user
communities are to be truly empowered and granted true decision-making authority, they
should be given comprehensive information needed to make informed decisions, with-
out being pressured to follow the preferences of the facilitator. . . Unless such an approach
is taken, use of the term ‘community development’ in relation to rural water supply will
remain rhetoric rather than reality.” Two concerns arise from this paper: First, there is an
implicit assumption of conformity among all communities of the world, whether they are
located in one of the many nations of sub-Saharan Africa or any of the myriad rural soci-
eties across the alternately developed world. Differences in social relationships, cultural
mores, and societal values are utterly neglected in the broad-brush depiction of the failure
that community management will bring to a water system. Second, one cannot articulate
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based on reading the article exactly what that failure would look like, other than to state
that there would be an inadequacy of performance associated with community-managed
systems. The lack of transparency in assessing not only sociological conditions but very
basic engineering considerations associated with the subject communities is troubling.
In contrast, Vaccari et al. (2017) provided significant detail and analysis in evaluating the
appropriateness of cooking technology for application in the Logone Valley on the border
between Chad and Cameroon. The authors meticulously identified both technological
and socio-economic drivers toward community residents’ choice of cooking technology,
and they employed a series of criteria indicators to make their analysis more robust. This
case study distinguishes itself by acknowledging that not all societies are monetized, com-
plicating economic analysis, as well as exploring user practices to resist the trap of char-
acterizing certain technologies as “gender equitable” when such equity may conflict with
the female user’s desires and values.
Multiple additional case studies were reviewed as part of this process, but the findings of
the literature are consistent and may be summarized using the papers referenced through-
out this dissertation:
• There is a varying level of sophistication in analyzing the impact of infrastructure
intervention.
• There is a predisposition toward using a case-study experience to generalize best
practices across cultural lines.
• There is no clear definition of what criteria determine an intervention as successful
or failed from the perspective of the user, since the perspective of the author (often
also the consultant) dominates analysis.
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2.2.3 Assessment Methodology Review
From the literature review above, one may conclude that assessing infrastructure perfor-
mance, sustainability, and user satisfaction is fraught with perils as the assessor attempts 
to negotiate the ambiguities associated with policy, agency, perspective, need, and soci-
etal character. It is a hallmark of globalization, however, to quantify performance and set 
standards by which all efforts may be measured with equal accuracy (Krause, 2014).
How, then, does the literature propose to measure performance? A number of papers 
and methodologies will be presented here to demonstrate the body of thought beyond 
physical standards – such as those represented in Starkl’s work – to acknowledge socio-
cultural conditions as well. Some of the methodologies focus on assessing outcomes; few 
propose a process to predict infrastructure effectiveness or guide design.
The first category of literature that will be reviewed considers methods for assessment of 
conditions; the second category examines tools for project implementation; and the final 
category proposes predictive tools to assess the likelihood of infrastructure acceptance, 
maintenance, and evolution.
2.2.3.1 Conditions Assessment
This section reviews two methods proposed to assess project conditions and technologies 
generally. These processes may be used regardless of project phase or status, and appear 
to be less focused on determining success/failure than on identifying conditions that con-
tribute to the quality of an infrastructure intervention.
Otte (2013) provided a process to assess technology use in “developing countries.” Us-
ing solar cookers as an example technology, the author noted that lack of adoption of
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solar cookers around the world has been addressed primarily by seeking technical im-
provements to make the technology more appropriate. Instead, Otte proposed, a com-
prehensive list of variables that influence technology use must be considered, including
economic, social, cultural, environmental, political, and technical influences. As the solar
stove technology has advanced, designers have addressed some of the variables – partic-
ularly those associated with science rather than sociology. Recognition and consideration
of all the variables, rather than those that directly connect to the technology designer’s
expertise, could lead to a more successful outcome for future solar cooker implementa-
tion.
Diallo and Thuillier (2005) used a simple survey of project stakeholders working in sub-
Saharan Africa to determine their ranking of the “global judgment of the coordinator on
the success of his project” and the processes and perceptions of communications and in-
terpersonal relationships between practitioner and user. The correlation between high
communicability and project success provides a predictive characteristic by which future
project successes may be achieved, they asserted.
Drawing from natural systems, Adomavicius et al. (2007) created an ecosystem model to
understand technology evolution, tying together the dynamic relationships among mul-
tiple technologies rather than considering a technological intervention in isolation. Their
stated objective was to identify conditions that lead to evolution of technology by ex-
amining technology behaviors from a holistic and nature-inspired perspective, focusing
particularly on three interdependent paths of influence that lead to evolution: compo-
nents, products and applications, and support and infrastructure. By treating these paths
as interwoven, the authors suggested that feedbacks and influences among them can lead
to new outcomes, much the way natural systems interact to produce new phenomena.
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While their methodology is most appropriate to product analysis, the recognition that 
influences interact to produce an outcome is significant for infrastructure as well.
2.2.3.2 Tools for Implementation
This section evaluates the range of assessment methodology, using the literature to illus-
trate the spectrum of approaches used.
Bouabid and Louis (2015) created a decision-making tool – the Capacity Factor Analysis 
(CFA) model – to assist in assessing a community’s capacity to manage and sustain access 
to water supply and sanitation services. This tool is intended to provide the practitioner 
with a stronger understanding of the conditions that govern the recipient community’s 
ability to accept and operate an infrastructure, and it uses categories of institutional, hu-
man resources, economic, environmental, and socio-cultural to create a community score. 
It appears from the paper that the authors were attempting to incorporate non-technical 
insights into project implementation, but the scoring methodology employed minimizes 
use of personal understanding and insight in the process of determining category scores.
Wicklein (1998) stated that his methodology is designed to identify and describe a set 
of criteria that may be used not only to predict project success but to influence the out-
come so that it can better meet the needs of the recipient society. The seven criteria with 
which he works range from systems independence and image of modernity to evolution-
ary capacity and cost of technology. Though he did not offer a rigorous process to judge 
the value of each criterion or a weighting process to determine how each influence may 
contribute to overall technology acceptance, he did address considerations beyond the 
technical concerns of the design practitioner to acknowledge recipient influences on in-
frastructure outcome.
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Khang and Moe (2008) went a step further in creating a new conceptual model for in-
ternational projects that identifies success criteria and factors that may be linked dynam-
ically to assess performance. The dynamic link is in the form of a logical framework (or
logframe) that considers life-cycle phases of a project, as well as key activities, players,
and products. For each of the phases, from conceptualization through implementation
to closure, a list of success criteria and critical success factors are provided against which
the players may weigh their performance, observations, and outcomes. The logframe
has become pervasive in international development work in recent years, providing a
widely taught and accepted method for evaluating and tracking progress through an in-
frastructure intervention project (Krause, 2014). The logframe has become such a pop-
ular technique for assessing project performance in real time that it garnered an entire
chapter in Krause’s seminal examination of the conditions and impacts of international
development work upon global players and local clients. But Krause does not consider
the logframe to be any more positive of a tool than Dunn (2017) had considered pork
standards to have been positive for the meat producers in Poland. In fact, Krause char-
acterizes the logframe as a tool for project stakeholders to manipulate outcomes to meet
their own needs, rather than the needs of the beneficiary.
“Management tools like the logframe do not determine what people do, but they shape
it: they shape what people get to see and know about the world, and people’s ideas about
what the task before them is. . . it has also created the “beneficiary” as the part of the pop-
ulation in need that can be produced as having been helped, and sold to higher levels in
the bureaucracy and external funders.” (Krause, 2014)
The skepticism with which Krause’s extensive investigations characterize the tracking
tools that dominate project management bring into focus the overriding theme of The
Good Project: The product that an international service provider delivers is not the infras-
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tructure that benefits a recipient community; the product in international service work is 
actually the project itself and all the rewards it delivers to the non-recipient stakeholders.
2.2.3.3 Predictive Tools
This section evaluates the predictive tools currently described in the literature to pro-
vide practitioners with insight into how technologies and processes will meet stakeholder 
needs and perform in the context of the recipient community. Predictive tools may be bro-
ken into several categories: those that identify influences and conditions that may lead to 
a particular outcome; those that use mathematical rigor to guide the technical designer 
in approaching a project; and those that incorporate holistic analysis to anticipate how a 
recipient will adopt, maintain, and evolve an intervention. One example of each is exam-
ined here, along with an additional example of the final category.
Adner and Levinthal (2001) created a three-phase analysis to assess the propensity of 
a technology to be adopted and to evolve, with a strong emphasis on the relationship 
between user demand and technology development. Using a formal computer simula-
tion model that incorporates heterogeneity of demand (a concept that often eludes de-
velopment analysts not only at the local level but at the global level as well), the authors 
first identified the characteristics of the target consumer population and the characteris-
tics of the technology. They then evaluated market expansion, during which availability 
increases through price reduction and improved accessibility, and finally considered de-
mand maturity, when demand and cost stabilize to a steady state. The relevance of this 
paper to current research is its ability to analytically model the relationship between tech-
nology provider and technology user, which often is ignored in assessing infrastructure 
interventions for alternately developed societies.
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This process demonstrates a rigorous methodology for assessing conditions that often
are qualitative in nature – the acceptance and evolution of a technology based on hu-
man need, desire, and capability to obtain. Besley and Case (1993) went a step further in
creating a mathematical model for technology adoption in developing countries, design-
ing an algorithm for calculating the probability that a technology will be adopted. Their
methodology is intriguing, particularly because they recognize the complexity of assign-
ing a numerical value to behaviors and needs, not only using current conditions but using
future consequences as well. The particular flaw in their methodology, though, is their
predication of constraints upon a particular societal set of behaviors and predispositions,
and those constraints are likely to be vastly different for another location and society.
The analytical tool developed by Musumba et al. (2017) is intended to assist practition-
ers in improving efficient use of infrastructure and technology for the purpose of inten-
sifying agricultural productivity, particularly in alternately developed societies. Their
Sustainable Intensification Indicator Framework (SIIF) uses economic, environment, hu-
man condition, social, and productivity domains to create indicators for improved output
by agricultural interventions. The SIIF process begins with stakeholder collaboration to
define a measurement for each indicator. Those measurements are then placed into the
framework that analyzes and interprets results, including trends and tradeoffs. Results
are conveyed to the stakeholders, who iteratively review and exchange indicator modifi-
cations to re-evaluate critical concerns and their impact on framework outcomes. While
the process conforms with the logframe concept above to engage multiple stakeholders
in identifying a shared perspective in process, progress, and outcome, it neglects one of
the prime findings of sociologists with regard to the Globalization Project: In any process
that seeks collaborative inputs from multiple stakeholders, those stakeholders in greatest
power will dominate outcomes, while the stakeholders who lack power – often the recip-
ients of technology in a humanitarian project – will remain unheard (Krause, 2014).
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The final predictive tool of this literature review is presented by Kuehne et al. (2011) to
predict adoption of agricultural innovations. The Adoption and Diffusion Outcome Pre-
diction Tool (ADOPT) relied on a logical framework structure to determine the likelihood
that a technology innovation will acceptably meet the needs of the target user. Usability
characteristics of the tool that the authors identified as critical to its value were that it
should:
• Not have high data demands;
• Be simple enough to be readily used by project practitioners;
• Encourage a process of learning from participative evaluation with local experts and
non-specialist project proponents;
• Focus attention on the user to promote engagement with adoptability issues;
• Encourage the user to think more deeply about the definition and characterization
of the innovation and its target users.
While the tool explores user needs and insights, the language used by Kuehne indicated
that there is a significant power differential between provider and user in assessing con-
ditions and identifying need. Phrases such as “the tool provides the interface for users
to interact with the thinking and the concepts described in the framework,” for example,
gave no indication that the user opinion or experience governs. The prediction outcomes
reported in the paper, however, appeared to give understanding to providers that adop-
tion of new technology will occur on the timescale of the user, regardless of the desire of
the provider to accelerate adoption.
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CHAPTER 3: NEED FOR A NEW APPROACH
The Parable of the Worms
An adolescent girl who is fascinated by nature and particularly identifies with aquatic animals
because of her own love of swimming observes that after every rainstorm, a plethora of earthworms
lies motionless on the pavement along the boundaries of small puddles. Within those puddles,
she observes, more worms are writhing exuberantly, filled with energy as they wriggle through
the water. Without investigating the biological constitution of the worms, she concludes that the
lethargy of those worms on the pavement is due to their lack of access to the water in which the
invigorated worms squirm, and she moves the motionless worms back into the puddles so that they
may rejuvenate in the environment they so clearly enjoy.
It is only later that she learns the worms at the edge of the puddle likely were resting after es-
caping drowning, while the worms in the puddles were frantically struggling to reach dry land.
Her effort to “rescue” the worms based on her reasoned but incorrect observations, in fact, had
doomed them to dying from the very condition they sought to escape.
The girl above discovers through experience that compassionate motivations may not be
sufficient to provide relief to others when coupled with an incomplete understanding of
context. She learns her effort to address a physical need produces unintended negative
consequences for her “beneficiaries.” This chapter provides ethnographic evidence of
the implementation and outcomes of infrastructure interventions that are conducted by
engineering professionals and students of engineering to address the physical needs of
alternately developed rural communities. As with the parable above, application of logic
and compassion using a variety of processes and approaches, when neglectful of soci-
etal context, can produce unintended consequences, unexpected outcomes, and uneven
adoptions that conflict with the stated or implicit objectives of participating stakeholders.
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3.1 Why Do Engineers Undertake International Design In-
terventions?
Interviews with engineers and engineering students, surveys of international project prac-
titioners, and observations of engineering professionals and students recorded in the au-
thor’s personal travel journals from 18 international projects in which she was a profes-
sional participant and not a researcher (Witmer, 2017b) indicate that engineering practi-
tioners are drawn to participate in development engineering by a sense of responsibility
to others. (Institutional Review Board research approvals for all human subjects and data
used in this ethnography are provided in Appendix A.) Project participants expressed
a desire to share their knowledge, provide relief to others, and experience new places,
yet they rarely demonstrated signficant self-reflection in probing more deeply why these
motives were significant to them. Even when explicitly asked to reflect on the purpose
for participating in international engineering projects as part of a comprehensive online
survey, many practitioners gave responses like “I want to make the world a better place,”
“It’s the right thing to do,” and “I want to help people.” While such atruistic statements
are frequently voiced by travelers working on projects, observation of participants at
project sites verifies that many practitioners also gain personal gratification, whether it
consists of seeing new places, accepting the gratitude of the infrastructure recipients, or
demonstrating their expertise to others.
This duality of humanitarian motivation and personal gratification appears to combine
more overtly among engineering students, who frequently express their desire to travel
while developing engineering knowledge. Stated one engineering student participating
in an academic-led project in Bolivia, “There’s a focus on giving back using our engineer-
ing skills, but it’s implicit. We wanted hands-on experience.” The student’s colleague
was even more direct in explaining participation in the effort: “My goal was to gain more
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practical experience in actual engineering. I didn’t see lots of other projects as real-life
engineering, and I’m particularly interested in concrete design and concrete pouring.”
The concrete channel construction that was part of the Bolivia project provided hands-on
experience that the student wouldn’t otherwise experience in a classroom, he said. As
an added bonus, the construction methods used in this Andean region were significantly
different than he would experience on an industrialized-world construction site, giving
him the added advantage of identifying the benefits and drawbacks of alternative meth-
ods.
Both students and professional groups frequently demonstrated desire not only to assist
societies firsthand through travel and interaction, but to demonstrate to others a worldli-
ness and international expertise as a mark of seniority. During an early travel experience
in Guatemala, the author encountered a team of travelers from a Midwestern U.S. church
on a mission trip, seeking to work with the project team on a water system for a rural
community of indigenous Mayans. Many mission group members described themselves
as seasoned travelers who had been to the country “three or four times,” and their self-
representation as humanitarian veterans on a mission to assist the “poor unfortunates”
indicated that motivations in addition to altruism included the ability to display to in-
experienced colleagues their worldliness, local knowledge, and what they referred to as
their dedication to “inferior” societies. That demonstration of self-value is a recurring
observation among international development engineers. During the same project trip, a
Caucasian engineering colleague regularly sought opportunities to demonstrate his com-
fort with Latin American culture, ranging from what he believed was a fluency in the
local language to demonstrating a comfort with consuming local foods and a capability
in navigating local commerce. At one point during travel, the participant insisted on
stopping the project team’s bus so that he could run into a tienda or shop in a small town
to purchase local snacks for himself. This desire to overtly demonstrate experience and
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expertise extended to technical design as well. When the participant’s inaccurate state-
ments about bacteriological contamination of groundwater supply were challenged by
the author, he stammered and replied that while he wasn’t an environmental engineer he
had taken a course in fluid dynamics while in college and therefore possessed sufficient
knowledge to predict biocontaminant behavior.
The need felt by development-engineering partners to demonstrate an intimate famil-
iarity and comfort with the client society, even when that familiarity is framed by the en-
gineer’s own limited experiences and understandings, is pervasive. During assessment
travel to Honduras with colleagues from engineering, funding, and non-profit sectors, the
author observed a dynamic among the team that incorporated a sort of one-upsmanship
of local influence and familiarity. A travel journal entry from this trip describes one par-
ticularly frustrating afternoon with the group:
I find myself suffering the tourist portion of the trip with companions who feel
they deserve some luxury after the “hardships” of investigations. The food has
been ridiculously lavish – massive meals and excessive drink – and the activities
have been indulgent . . . W felt compelled to show his familiarity with the city,
X felt the need to boast of every exploit, and Y was painfully needy, whether it
be food, drink, shopping, or other creature comforts. As usual, Z indulged (in
alcohol).
The risk of adopting a mien of proficiency, intimacy, and at the same time superiority
without becoming an integral part of the client community is that engineers believe they
know the societal conditions of the project beneficiaries, even though their understand-
ing of those conditions are filtered through their own experiences of privilege. In fact,
the combination of familiarity, affluence, and license to serve can create a dynamic of
“doing good” at all costs, and regardless of outcome. On the Honduras assessment trip,
engineering participants identified a design challenge that would limit delivery of wa-
ter supply to a community because of flow dynamics, but the non-engineering funding
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source declined to assess project viability based on likely outcome. In a journal entry
on the discussion, the author noted: “X and Z understood my concern about undertak-
ing a 5-6 km pipeline down a gorge and back up to the village for 1/2 gallon per minute
of water supply, but W got very angry with me and said any water is better than nothing.”
By contrast with volunteer development-engineering professionals and students who
undertake infrastructure projects in rural areas on a volunteer basis, representatives of
NGOs and government agencies who work professionally in alternately developed soci-
eties often are compensated for their work with communities as well as with the volunteer
groups that provide funding, expertise, and labor. Those who are not compensated fre-
quently feel obliged to demonstrate their success on past projects if they want to attract
funding for future work. As Easterly (2002) states, and the author’s observations confirm,
organizations ultimately engage in “obfuscation, spin control, and amnesia” to demon-
strate their value, even as they learn little from past experiences. The display of the rural
Honduran water-filtration plant on the funding organization’s home page is an exam-
ple of how failed performance and engineering error were irrelevant when attempting to
demonstrate effectiveness of intervention.
In contextual engineering courses, this sort of project pattern is referred to as “no-consequence
design” because the engineer-designer achieves her objectives of experiencing travel, in-
teracting with another society, engaging partners in funding an impressive-looking in-
frastructure, learning alternative construction techniques, and demonstrating her own
humanitarianism – all without the risk to her professional reputation or the likelihood of
confrontation or litigation from the owners of the failed infrastructure. In other words,
when the engineer is driven by intrinsic motivations, coupled with a vague notion of
helping others, there is no cost to that participant if the operability, durability or confor-
mity with societal conditions is deficient.
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3.2 Confidence in Industrialized Technology
Development-engineering practitioners frequently maintain great confidence in their tech-
nical knowledge, as well as an enduring belief in the universality of application, regard-
less of context, location, sophistication, or contradictory advice on relevance. Reliance
on industrialized technology is borne out during investigation, design, implementation,
and operational phases of infrastructure interventions, and often is manifested in asso-
ciation with the motivational desire to elevate the status of “developing” societies to in-
dustrialized standards. This notion of the need to deliver industrialized technology to
non-industrialized societies in an attempt to better their physical, economic, and societal
conditions can become for many visiting practitioners an absolute, equivalent in thought
to the funding source from the last section who considered any effort to obtain water
worthwhile, regardless of its effectiveness or sustainability of approach.
A frequently experienced assumption for both engineering students and professional
practitioners is the tightly held belief that global positioning system (GPS) technology
is applicable even in locations where scarcity of satellite signals limits accuracy of perfor-
mance. Confidence in GPS, cultivated by its availability in the industrial world on phones,
watches, and laptop computers, reassures the practitioner that locations with cellphone
signal surely will also have precise GPS measurements. While GPS accuracy consistently
improves with technology expansion, data precision is still unreliable in many parts of
the Earth. On a 2013 assessment trip to Honduras, the author observed a professional
surveyor attempt to use a GPS base station and receiver, shown in Figure 3.1, to con-
duct a topographical survey of a multi-kilometer pipeline path, despite her warnings that
heavy tree canopy and limited satellite accessibility would restrict readings and constrain
accuracy. With assurances that the base station he had brought was top of the line, the
surveyor spent significant time setting up equipment, taking readings, and searching for
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signals so that he could accurately record distances, elevations, and directions of a pro-
posed path for a water system pipeline. After several days of effort, however, and to the
considerable amusement of residents of the client community, he was able to produce
only three readings along the pipeline, none of which were inflection points, inlets, or
outlets.
Figure 3.1: Surveying equipment setup in Honduran rural community
Reliance on existing data such as can be found on Google Earth also provide an un-
warranted level of confidence among industrialized-world practitioners working in non-
industrialized locations. Engineering students often rely on topographic data collected
using Google Earth without exploring the literature, which clearly states that tool res-
olution is insufficient for engineering use – measurement resolution is 30 meters in the
vertical direction and 90 meters in the horizontal direction (El-Ashmawy, 2016).
By contrast with this misplaced confidence in modern technology, a student group in
Bolivia learned two techniques from local residents for taking topographical readings us-
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ing locally appropriate and highly accurate methods. The first involved an ancient Inca
wood construct, shown in Figure 3.2a, that used a plumbline and horizontal measure-
ments to calculate vertical changes from one point to another, while a second, shown in
Figure 3.2b, used a clear plastic tube filled with water and ground-to-water-line measure-
ments to determine elevation changes. The students were reluctant to learn the Inca tool,
though their community partners informed them that this had been used for centuries
to create level terraces among the mountains for farming and irrigation. Once the group
understood the function of the tool and became more comfortable using it, they found
the accuracy it offered vastly outperformed the accuracy of GPS technology. The more
modern local technology, using a transparent tube so that water level in the surcharged
tube could be measured at two different locations, provided even greater accuracy and
speed-of-use for the students, who ultimately collected thorough topographical data for
an open-irrigation channel successfully without modern surveying equipment. The lack
of accessibility to industrialized technology puzzles and sometimes angers practitioners
who learn their donation of modern equipment has no applicability in an alternately de-
veloped society. In one case, a water-equipment distributor from the United States do-
nated two ultraviolet disinfection units to a professional organization’s service team for
use in a rural Guatemalan community whose water supply was contaminated. Even if
the community had access to electricity, which it did not, the UV disinfection units would
not address the issue of water turbidity that was so extreme during the rainy season that
visitors likened it to chocolate milk. Numerous examples fill the author’s travel journals
of assumptions by practitioners that conditions in alternately developed societies can or
should mimic those found in the industrialized world from which their own experiences
originate. Examples range from disregard for physical conditions to lack of understand-
ing about societal norms to inability to comprehend a level of poverty and lack of gov-
ernment support that precludes access to modern construction equipment:
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(a) Inca survey tool (b) Water level tool
Figure 3.2: Two locally derived methods for developing topographical data in Calcha,
Bolivia
• “Here we were giving the natives the very best technical solution – something re-
ally special to help them out,” said a professional engineer after his NGO partner
warned that a sight glass on a water tank would be vulnerable to breakage or re-
moval for salvage by community residents. “If we don’t put the glass on, they’ll
have to lift the tank lid and look inside every time they want to know how much
water is in there.” In fact, system operators can accurately identify tank level by
feeling the side of the vessel, which is cooler where the material comes in contact
with spring water.
• “Why would you have people dig trenches for pipe? Just bring in a Ditch Witch,”
another professional engineer urged a group of students preparing for a water project
in Honduras. When informed that no trenching equipment could be obtained in this
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region that could function effectively in a rocky, mountainous landscape, the engi-
neer responded, “Come on! Think! Just bring one in with you!”
• When a team of engineers working in Guatemala returned to a community a year
after installing a high-density polyethylene tank system at each house for storage
of rainwater collected from the corrugated steel roofs, it was surprised to find that
most properties no longer had the HDPE tanks in place. The vessels, they were
told, were worth a great deal and many residents sold them and used the money
for household needs, even though it meant they would have to walk down a moun-
tainside to collect water from a contaminated stream each day.
These designers made erroneous assumptions because of their lack of familiarity with
local conditions. But a second complication of applying highly technological solutions
in non-industrialized locations comes from using imported and unfamiliar equipment
that requires its operators to develop new knowledge as well as new connections to in-
ternational commerce so that they may obtain maintenance materials and replacement
parts. Introduction of imported technology to a region can create a dependency on others
for maintenance, operation, and upgrade. A positive displacement pump purchased in
the United States and transported to Guatemala for use in a community water system,
for example, offered what appeared to be a simple and technically appropriate pumping
method for use with an existing water wheel and crankshaft drive left over from an aban-
doned coffee finca. Figure 3.3 shows the pump in the assembly, mounted on the column
to which the far end of the lever arm is attached.
It was not until the pump had begun to operate that the installer realized how frequently
the leather seals in the pump housing wore out, and because no such pump or seal was
available in Guatemala, the installer had to establish a shipment method to provide re-
placement seals to the community at regular intervals. During those times when notifi-
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cation from the community was slow to reach the installer, or shipment was delayed by
international transit, in-country transfer, or theft, the community would find itself with-
out pumped water supply for significant periods.
Figure 3.3: Positive displacement pump assembly incorporated into Guatemalan water
system (shut-off valves visible in horizontal piping above and below)
This was not the biggest operational challenge for the pumped system, though. While
this particular system design was hailed by NGO partners as “a showcase of appropri-
ate technology,” the pump designer’s inclination to over-engineer the system led to sig-
nificant infrastructure damage. Ignoring the warnings of experienced designers that he
should avoid use of valves and gauges that could create failure points for piping, the
equipment installer – highly skilled in the United States, but new to working with non-
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industrialized clients – incorporated shutoff valves and unions on either side of the pump,
believing it would simplify maintenance for the community. During system construction,
on one evening after work crews had left, a curious community resident decided to ac-
tuate the water wheel so that he could see the pump in operation, unaware that closed
valves on the pump would generate extreme pressure on the inlet when the wheel began
spinning. The energy generated by the water wheel against a closed pump ultimately
cracked the welded-steel lever arm assembly, as shown in Figure 3.4. Had the valves
been omitted, activation of the water wheel would not have resulted in drive assembly
destruction, though pump removal during maintenance would require additional time
for system operators.
Figure 3.4: Lever arm broken by activation of water wheel against closed valves
Particularly when an infrastructure intervention is associated with an educational insti-
tution, technology implementation can be undertaken as part of a research effort without
cognizance of the unintended consequences it may have upon system operation and ef-
fectiveness. For a water system installed in northwestern Cameroon, engineering faculty
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and students worked together to identify a shallow groundwater supply but felt it would
be beneficial to track groundwater levels in the supply through time. The team drilled
more than two dozen monitoring wells in a swampy, often submerged field above the
source and inserted capped PVC pipes from which they drew measurements while visit-
ing the site. But a site visit several years after the wells were constructed showed that the
field was fully submerged and drill points for each well provided direct aquifer access
for bacteria from nearby cattle-waste runoff and other sources of surface-water contami-
nation, even though most pipes were still capped. Further, the indended research value
of the monitoring wells was lost upon both the community and the students. When com-
munity members were asked if they used or knew the purpose of the monitoring wells,
no one – including the trained system superintendents – could answer in the affirmative.
Similarly, when the visiting student team was asked what they learned from taking daily
well readings, no one could identify a purpose for collecting the data even as they spent
several hours each day conducting measurements.
In the case of the Cameroonian community, no ill will was borne by the system users
toward the presence of the technology, though they also had not made a direct connec-
tion in their own understanding between the potential contamination that could result
from the monitoring wells and the continuing gastrointestinal health issues experienced
by many users of the water system. Other cases have been noted in the travel journals,
however, in which hostility resulted from introduction of an unfamiliar and contextually
ineffective technology to meet a community’s physical needs.
The Honduran water-filtration plant provides a significant example of how an introduced
technology not only failed to meet a community’s needs but created hardship and resent-
ment from that community toward the donor organization, the local partner NGO, and
industrialized-world infrastructure providers in general. The treatment plant shown in
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Figure 3.5 consists of two dual-media water filters designed to disinfect water piped from
a surface source several kilometers away. The plant was operating for only a brief period
when residents noticed they were falling ill with a frequency that surpassed pre-filter ill-
nesses. System operators had been well-trained in plant operation and did their best to
maintain the quality of the water, but NGO testing of water quality indicated that finished
water leaving the plant was equivalent in turbidity and bacterial contamination to inlet
raw water. An examination of the treatment process conducted with guidance from local
plant operators revealed that no provision had been made during design for filter mainte-
nance via backwash, media suspension, chlorination, or underdrain flushing. All of these
operations are basic functions incorporated into water-filtration plants in the industrial-
ized world, but lack of electricity – and thus pumping capability to generate sufficient
backflow to clean and suspend media – apparently led designers to neglect cleaning op-
erations as part of plant design. Operators had devised their own cleaning method of
draining the upflow filter tank to remove bacterial growth below the media, along with
shutting off the outlet of the larger downflow filter until the vessel overflowed, carrying
algal growth atop the media with it. Analysis of the design indicates that modern equip-
ment and materials were used in the plant construction, but filter maintenance – which
requires pumping capability and an electricity source – was not considered in the oper-
ation, making the plant not only inoperative but hazardously bacterial in a very brief time.
Some practitioners have relied upon the interest of recipient communities in modern
technology as a justification for providing industrialized-society equipment, even if it
creates a dependence or a limited lifespan. Many infrastructure designers express a de-
sire to elevate the economic and social status of the client society, while doing good and
sharing resources with those perceived to be less fortunate, as reasons for introducing
unfamiliar technologies. This imposition of industrialized-society standards is not lost
upon some client communities, who occasionally express admiration for Western devices
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Figure 3.5: Honduras water filtration treatment plant, including preliminary upflow filter
in foreground and finish-water downflow filter in background
and consider access to them as a sign of societal advancement. The words of one rural
Cameroonian village elder demonstrate his regard for technology when he tried to ex-
tract additional support from a student group that had completed its service in designing
a community water system:
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The leader of the village said he expects our help so that they can obtain electricity
that will allow them to watch television day and night. Many referred to their
village as Young America. I was stunned, as was the rest of the team.
And yet, sprinklings of modern technology are not uncommon in alternately developed
societies, often proudly displayed as a symbol of global ascendency that have been deliv-
ered by outside organizations or local politicians who seek to extract support in exchange
for these modern amenities. The contrast between flat-screen televisions or smartphones
(which usually lack data connectedness) and the simple devices used for cooking, clean-
ing, nutrition, and sanitation can be stark.
During travel in rural India, where many residents live in homes of thatch with dirt floors
and no doors or windows, electrical lines penetrate the roofs to power flat-screen televi-
sion sets that were provided by the government to disseminate propaganda. A conversa-
tion with one woman from the rural area, shown in Figure 3.6 led to a startling realization
that industrialized technology has woven its way into the fabric of life in the community,
even as residents were reliant upon a contaminated borehole to obtain water for drinking,
cooking, and cleaning:
The sanitation group interviewed a young woman with a 3-year-old daughter
and an 8-month-old son. She described how she fell in love and became pregnant,
but because her husband’s family objected to her, she was 8 months pregnant
when they married. She now lives with her husband, children, and in-laws.
When she described her day it was a shock! She arises and cleans, wakes and
bathes the children, then watches soap operas on TV. In the afternoon, she naps,
prepares dinner then – amazing – watches more TV.
Practitioners often debate whether such technology enhances the lives of alternately de-
veloped societies or contaminates them with industrialized-world values. At a mission
house in the Lake Atitlan region of Guatemala, the author encountered a number of expa-
triate volunteers who sustained a healthy debate about the appropriateness of technology
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Figure 3.6: Rural Indian homes with electrical service that powers modern televisions
introduction. One particularly passionate nun objected to an engineering group provid-
ing a bridge to a rural indigenous community because it would severely alter their way of
life by introducing vehicle traffic, delivery of products, and promotion of consumerism.
Others in the conversation challenged her by saying that it also would allow residents to
access transit, thereby expanding their opportunities to work outside the community, as
well as introduce the ability to ship in foodstuffs that would expand their diet and im-
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prove nutrition. The debate continued without resolution throughout the author’s two-
week stay with the mission, illustrating the dichotomy between preservation of indige-
nous lifestyles and enhancement of living conditions to improve health and welfare.
Such debates are common among practitioners working with indigenous societies, and
proponents of limiting exposure to modern technology often cite the loss of indigenous
identity and knowledge as reasons for supressing modernization of infrastructure. These
debates have gone to such extremes that in at least one case, an Ecuadoran NGO insisted
on promoting locally appropriate technology for an indigenous community even as the
community itself had become cosmopolitanized and identified more strongly with the
metropolitan Quito society than with its historical indigeneity. The NGO recruited out-
side organizations to assist in developing an irrigation system for the community’s farm-
lands, which had experienced severe drought for several years due to changing weather
patterns, and yet when one of those organizations met with the ruling cabildo, the com-
munity leadership, they were informed that there was no longer any interest in farming
and residents would prefer to develop an ecopark on the land to promote tourism. Even
with this directive from the community itself, the NGO continued to push for farmland
irrigation, reportedly lobbying community members to challenge the cabildo to withdraw
its alternate request for engineering assistance.
3.3 The Uniqueness of Context
As the previous section demonstrates, some societies are receptive to industrialized tech-
nology while others are not. Some have access to support for maintenance, while oth-
ers do not. The success associated with introduction of technology, or modification of
existing technology, or avoidance of technology, depends entirely upon the place-based
condition of the recipient community. The author’s observations of alternately developed
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societies on four continents, as well of industrialized society partners on two others, has
constructed an understanding of the dynamics and conditions that negate the possibil-
ity of a generalized solution to an infrastructure problem that can perform equally well
across all societies of the world. In the same way that ecosystems are composed of bio-
diverse species that have evolved in response to their surroundings (a river trout, for
example, can no better feed on the bottom of a deep sea than a flounder can leap to catch
flies in a rapidly flowing river), societies adapt and evolve – or develop – based upon the
physical and societal conditions in which they reside.
Even the most cursory travel will provide compelling evidence that the planet’s physical
conditions differ dramatically from place to place. Just as one cannot expect infrastruc-
ture in San Francisco to function identically to infrastructure in Chicago, one should not
expect an infrastructure solution that works in Ecuador (Figure 3.7a) to necessarily func-
tion with equal success in Senegal (Figure 3.7b). The community of Lumbisi, Ecuador,
lies at an elevation of approximately 2,200 meters above sea level, nestled between active
volcanoes in the Andes Mountain range, while Keur Balla Marie is in the Senegalese sa-
vannahs, less than 100 meters above sea level. Temperature ranges, precipitation patterns,
and topographical features all differ dramatically between these two communities. Phys-
ical principles govern behaviors such as water flow, gauge air pressure, and soil compo-
sitions. Professional engineers who familiarize themselves with the physical conditions
and gather physical data using appropriate tools and methods should be well-versed in
how to address these physical differences when transitioning from one community to an-
other.
But other conditions that may neither be as visible nor as clearly connected to engineering
design can also significantly affect infrastructure performance. For example, the societal
structure of Lumbisi, Ecuador, is rooted in indigenous authority. As the oldest of the na-
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(a) Lumbisi, Ecuador (b) Keur Balla Marie,Senegal
Figure 3.7: Variability of topography for two rural societies seeing engineering support
for farmland irrigation systems
tion’s legally defined indigenous communities, the cabildo is composed only of those res-
idents whose bloodline entitles them to full citizen rights (Williams et al., 2012). All land
is owned communally by the comuneros while extranjeros, or those from outside the in-
digenous bloodline, may only rent property without entitlement to civic rights. While the
community legally is identified as a Quechuan society, many of its residents have aban-
doned traditional indigenous roles such as farming and crafts in favor of professional
occupations in nearby Quito. The clash of historical identity with modern urbanity is
frequently visible among the community’s youths, who express a disinterest in their par-
ents’ livelihoods and traditions. Catholicism, brought to the Andean region by European
conquerors, predominates not only as a religion but as a social identity for the community.
Keur Balla Marie, on the other hand, is in a remote rural region of Senegal, largely cut off
from any urban areas by distance and lack of transit options. A strongly Muslim society,
Keur Balla Marie boasts the largest mosque among the rural villages, and many residents
of neighboring communities travel there for prayer or Islamic education. Strongly depen-
dent on the peanut industry, which has been bolstered by strong demand from China,
the residents of Keur Balla Marie farm by hand or use farm animals to cultivate their flat,
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expansive fields. Polygamy is common practice, and most adult men in the village have
at least two wives, housing their families in compounds to provide living space for each
set of spouse-children. While the women are responsible for household chores and up-
keep, they are limited in their ability to leave their compounds. One reason women leave
their homes is to collect water from the well in the center of the village, and at any given
time during daylight hours, one can find a half-dozen women gathering water in jerry
cans, talking animatedly and assisting each other as they pull buckets of water from the
borehole, while an equal number of men may be observed resting beneath the shade of a
tree and conversing with equal enthusiasm. A significant motivation for the community,
governed by the men, to seek assistance in obtaining a new drinking-water supply was
that the existing well in the center of town was being drawn to exhaustion during the day,
forcing some residents to wait until nighttime to collect water from the recharged bore-
hole. Because woman are prohibited from leaving their compounds after dark, this meant
the men had to collect water at night, a task they considered to be beneath themselves.
Clearly, the social conditions, the driving forces, the outside influences, and the local
identities of these two communities are dissimilar. But while an engineer is likely to rec-
ognize the difference in physical conditions between the two communities, she is less
likely to attend to the societal influences, which nonetheless can have a significant impact
upon acceptance and adoption of a particular infrastructure. It is a blindness to these
non-engineering influences that can lead the engineer to apply his experience from the
industrialized world to an alternately developed society intervention, with undesirable
results. And the most likely application of that industrialized knowledge to which an
engineer adheres is the application of performance standards, such as those advocated
by Starkl et al. (2013). Performance standards that disregard place not only can result in
failure to adopt an infrastructure intervention but can also result in devaluation of local
beliefs and practices.
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The author’s contact with coffee-farming communities in rural Honduras demonstrate
how introduction of industrialized standards on an alternate society can upend the in-
tended outcome. During a visit to rural Honduras, the author encountered several res-
idents of a rural community who said they would never allow anyone to disinfect their
water through chlorination because they did not want to contract some form of cancer as
a result. This refusal to disinfect originated with a well-meaning visiting engineer from
the United States who had been educated about the USEPA’s disinfection byproduct rule
of 2006 and shared his place-based knowledge with a local population whom he was
assisting. By reporting to that population the possibility that carcinogenic disinfectant
byproducts (DBPs) could form when chlorine disinfectants in waters containing organic
materials combine with specific conditions of stagnation and temperature, the engineer
unwittingly convinced residents that disinfection was inherently dangerous. For a region
in which many inhabitants were unfamiliar with the benefits of water disinfection, and
in which most drinking-water systems would not even include the conditions associated
with DBP formation, the information provided by the engineer served to discourage res-
idents from accepting any sort of disinfection process.
Not all rejection of infrastructure approaches is associated with misunderstanding of
technology and standards, though. The very nature of thought associated with a par-
ticular population can shape the way it approaches an intervention, and spiritual beliefs
that are deeply ingrained in place-based identity can further influence acceptance or re-
jection of an intervention. In the indigenous region of Guatemala where Kaqchikel, a
Mayan dialect, is spoken as frequently as Spanish, a strong spiritual connection with na-
ture combines with innate thought processes to prevent people from considering poten-
tial outcomes or impacts of a particular condition. During a visit to the community of
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Nueva Providencia, Guatemala – a recently established community inhabited primarily
by refugees of mudslides and exploitive coffee plantations – a woman talked with the
author about her life. Because she spoke only Kaqchikel, her words were translated by a
man from the village into Spanish, which the NGO partner then conveyed into English.
R and I visited one woman in her home, a poorer home made of wood. The woman
was nursing a baby in a sling as she talked with us. The house was startlingly
small – two beds and a little more space in a single room for a family with seven
children. The next building was a lean-to for cooking, la cocina. A fire was lit
to make tortillas. R asked the woman her feelings about how having water at her
house will change her life. She had trouble answering, and looked very puzzled
as the translator and R tried several ways of asking the question. Finally, R ex-
plained that the Mayan language doesn’t allow for comparatives or conditionals
like “may be” or “better than” because the simplicity of life is either “do” or “do
not,” “have” or “have not.”
This woman could not conceive of how her life would be altered because she lacked the
words and the thought process to consider the impact of an alteration upon her life.
Assumption of a society’s attitudes about water or sanitation or agriculture or transporta-
tion is a risky business unless the infrastructure designer purposefully familiarizes herself
with that society. One could assume, for example, that most economically poor societies
simply haven’t the resources to care for household animals like dogs or cats, and conver-
sations with individuals from societies as distinct as Cameroon and Bolivia demonstrate
that there is a great deal of puzzlement over the industrialized-world predisposition to
pamper pets. And yet, depending upon the community, regardless of economic standard,
attitudes toward animal companions can be strong even if not overt. During the author’s
work with an extremely poor rural farming community in the Dominican Republic, for
example, it was common to see mongrel dogs trotting among the houses, sipping water
from puddles and approaching visitors to see if they had any food to share. Most res-
idents would shoo the dogs without warmth – throwing rocks at them, swatting them
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with sticks, charging at them aggressively to send them away. And yet, during one trip
on the back of a pick-up truck to assess conditions at the spring site 5 kilometers up-
hill from the town, one of the residents observed a dog chained to a tree and asked the
driver to stop. The dog had been chained there for several days, the man said, and clearly
was dehydrated and dying. Though he barely had resources to feed his own family, he
insisted that his friends help him to remove the dog from the tree, taking great care to
protect themselves should it attack, and place it in the back of the truck. The resident did
care for the dog and attempt to restore it to health, though colleagues reported it did not
live long. By cursory observation, one could assume that dogs were considered nuisances
in the community, unworthy of human attention and resources. Yet the determination by
the resident and his friends to rescue a suffering animal indicated that they valued com-
passion for living creatures, regardless of their value to the household.
Such values are not always overtly displayed, and sometimes the practitioner must dig
deep to understand conditions that can affect the nuances of infrastructure design for
an unfamiliar society. During an assessment trip to an indigenous Lenca community in
Honduras, the author and several students welcomed an offer by a village leader to see
los ojos, a term applied to a particular type of spring found in the mountains near the
village. As they walked through woodland, the village leader warned them about sev-
eral trees, one of which was particularly poisonous, and he told the story of a man who
had constructed a house of one of these trees and then fell ill, only recovering after he
begrudgingly went to the forest and apologized to the tree stump for his transgression.
The leader then pointed out the undergrowth and said to watch for a particular tree that
would mark the presence of the ojo. When the group arrived there, the author observed
that the water source appeared to be of high volume and high quality, and she suggested
that it could be captured and eventually pumped into the village system. But when she
mentioned enclosing the spring in a concrete catchment tank, the village leader said that
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could not be done. “This is a spring that is guarded by a snake, and you cannot put con-
crete near such a spring,” he said, dismissing the fact that Honduran standards call for
concrete spring boxes. It was only after returning to the United States and conducting
research into Lenca beliefs that the group learned why the spring could not be encased.
By Lenca tradition, springs are a portal between the earth and the afterlife, guarded by
a snake who guides souls through the passageway. Had the group followed Honduran
regulation and covered the ojo with a concrete catchment, the community would have
demolished it, fearful of otherwise facing an eternity trapped on Earth.
Place-based conditions that affect engineered infrastructure design, then, cannot be lim-
ited to physical conditions, though those are the most easily observed and most obviously
addressed. Variations in thought, value and identity can also be extreme from one soci-
ety to another and can dramatically alter the recipient’s attitude toward an introduced
infrastructure, even if that attitude may not seem relevant or rational to the designer.
3.4 Power Dynamics
Further complicating the need to identify place-based societal conditions is the fact that
no society is perfectly homogenous in its attitudes, values, and beliefs. Disparities in ap-
proaches and viewpoints among the residents of a society can both confound the designer
as she tries to identify dominant influences and lull her into focusing only on the most
prevalent conditions. In reality, acknowledgment of heterogeneity requires a sensitivity
to uniformity of belief, or lack thereof. One of the conditions that most overtly demon-
strates this heterogeneity is the power dynamics of a society.
The power relationships within and among stakeholders in a project, as explored by
Krause (2014), often resides within those who provide money to projects. But power
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dynamics within a recipient society can be as significant as those between stakeholders,
and may have the gravitas to influence an infrastructure operation and acceptance if not
considered during design. Because many development engineers state that they consider
it their responsbility to be removed from the “politics” of a project, they often actively
avoid exploring those relationships. One engineering group working in Guatemala to
install latrines, for example, expressed surprise when a resident approached them and
asked why they were installing a latrine at the house of a resident who rarely is home,
when many others must walk to access a sanitary latrine. It hadn’t occurred to the de-
signer before that moment, he said, that the decisionmakers of the community who were
charged with selecting recipients of the latrines may have had some self-interest, some
relationship considerations, or even some transactional processes for determining loca-
tions. Because the participant was not from the community and was largely unfamiliar
with social dynamics associated with his client, rather than attempting to identify the lo-
cal power structure and work within and through it he elected to avoid it, resulting in
a potential exacerbation of strained relationships through the uneven introduction of in-
frastructure.
The relationships and power dynamics of a community are not always obvious, particu-
larly to the engineer untrained in social sciences, but they can be critical to the success of
an engineered design. Unfortunately, they also can be very uncomfortable to learn and
address, especially if the community is comfortable with a dynamic that conflicts with the
engineer’s own sensibilities. When approaching a society whose values differ from the
practitioner’s, there is a temptation to leverage change in association with intervention,
and many humanitarian organizations comfortably do just that. While undertaking a wa-
ter project in a politically fractured community in Honduras, for example, the design team
was forced to acknowledge that the political majority of the community felt no distress
in eliminating from the project a political-minority neighborhood that sat at too high an
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elevation to obtain water supply by gravity. In exploring the situation with the commu-
nity as well as the local NGO partner, project designers determined the existing political
structure was such that deviation from the governing power would lead to additional
conflict within the community. As a result, the system was designed to serve the commu-
nity as its leaders dictated. One humanitarian worker unrelated to the project but familiar
with the situation, however, angrily confronted designers, saying that it was their obli-
gation to change the way the community looked at the situation, and if the community
wouldn’t accept the additional cost to serve the political-minority neighborhood, then no
one should receive support. The reality of the situation, however, was that many families
who were neither a part of the political power structure nor the dissenting neighborhood
would be left without support if the humanitarian worker’s advice was followed.
Power dynamics and politics within a society must be considered, but equally signifi-
cant are the power dynamics between the client society and adjoining societies. When
interactions between communities can be enhanced or exacerbated by the introduction of
infrastructure, the designer should be cautious and aware of the impact that infrastruc-
ture may have on regional stability, intergovernmental support, intercommunity rivalries,
and other such relationships. The community of Adu Achi, Nigeria, provides an example
of how regional power dynamics played a significant role in implementation of a water
system by a group of student engineers. Still reeling from civil war and post-colonial
reconstruction, Nigeria struggled to establish its identity as an independent people. Con-
versations with Nigerian colleagues, as well as aid organizations and rural residents, veri-
fied that conducting humanitarian efforts in this west African country can be challenging,
not only because of the violence that erupts between the nation’s Christian and Muslim
sects, nor because of the longstanding corruption in government. Instead, the greatest
challenges lie in the method of relating interpersonally because of decades of colonial
suppression that created a transactional society, where all favors have a price tag and
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expectations for recompense are unspoken but real. Adu Achi, as part of a collection of
communities in the Oji River region of Nigeria, struggled during the early assessment of a
water project to disentangle itself from neighboring communities that sought to establish
authority over the region. Until the Igwe, the traditional ruler of the Igbo village, estab-
lished himself as the governing authority, student infrastructure designers were forced to
renegotiate and redraw system boundaries multiple times. Even after boundaries were
settled, some of the kindreds (family neighborhood units) still felt association with other
leaders and passively resisted participation in the project. The inexperience of the group
in dealing with unfamiliar societies, coupled with an altruistic desire to create a techno-
logically modern system, led to design and construction of a water system that even the
community leaders described as belonging to the student group, and the organization
never succeeded in extracting itself from ownership of and responsibility for the water
infrastructure. The author worked with and visited the community on three separate oc-
casions, and the only true insight into the power struggles came from a single evening
spent at the Igwe’s palace, talking with the leader and his trusted advisors (shown in Fig-
ure 3.8) well into the night about their struggles to maintain community control. Until his
death in 2016, the Igwe continued to fend off efforts to access his community’s land, and
transportation and water infrastructure, even as he worked to convince his own residents
to unite in their support of maintenance costs and management for the water infrastruc-
ture.
In sharp contrast to this community is Calcha, Bolivia, where community leaders main-
tain close connections and receive signficant support from the municipality that gov-
erns the region. When a student engineering group prepared to make improvements
to irrigation-water transmission along a river by installing gabions along eroded banks,
community project directors visited the municipality with the team, requested assistance
of the mayor, and rapidly procured an end loader, dump truck, and a visit from the mayor
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Figure 3.8: Informal conversation with Igwe and village elders in Adu Achi, Nigeria
himself. Though one would not assume Calcha to have any economic power within the
municipality, since many of its residents already had moved to urban areas to procure
work and the town center appeared more abandoned than occupied, there was a clear
relationship between the village and the municipality that led to support of its efforts.
It must be acknowledged, too, that the mayor, upon visiting the community, talked with
the author about his appreciation of the outside support provided by U.S. practitioners
and expressed an interest in continuing to benefit from that support for other commu-
nities under his purview. This marks a different type of power dynamic, that resides
between the client and the infrastructure provider. As with most relationships in Nigeria,
this particular relationship is transactional, and imbues the provider with an authority
to dictate terms of intervention as long as that intervention meets a local need and does
not create a negative consequence. One could compare it to the transaction that occurs
in India between the government and the rural residents whose thatched houses sport
flat-screen televisions – as long as a benefit may be gained from the relationship, that re-
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lationship will continue to flourish. But the author’s experience with transactional power
demonstrates that the outcome isn’t always beneficial to the recipient community.
During the above-mentioned 2013 assessment trip to Honduras, a community welcomed
the stakeholders to evaluate its water resources and determine whether the supply could
be conveyed from the mountain forest where it originated to the community homes. A
visit to the spring revealed a fast-flowing, pristine water source that spilled out of frac-
tured rock and tumbled down a rock-lined ravine – a particularly enticing condition for
a system designer to undertake because of the simplicity of water acquisition. But before
team members had left the region, the community called them back to relate that the local
government had heard of its dilemma and offered to install a system. Being in the midst
of an election year, the community had some concerns about the reason the government
was making this generous offer, but when informed that the group would not be able
to construct a system for at least a year due to logistical issues, the community rejected
its offer and accepted the government’s. Reports from the NGO partners in the follow-
ing months indicated that the government moved forward on design only until elections
were held, then immediately stopped all work. At last report, the community still had
not obtained a working water system for its residents.
These examples of power, authority, responsibility, and finances highlight an issue that
development engineers often attempt not to confront: Does implementation imply own-
ership of an infrastructure intervention? Students groups who invest their time and en-
ergy into familiarizing themselves with their client and providing assistance often strug-
gle the most with relinquishing ownership of the infrastructure, continuing to demand ac-
countability for maintenance and operation and sometimes even bullying client commu-
nities that modify infrastructure functions to meet their own needs. With each project in
which the author has participated, healthy debate has circled the project team regarding
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whether the intent is to create an infrastructure that the community accepts, maintains,
and evolves without assistance, or to create an infrastructure and continue its support on
the community’s behalf. Sometimes, this debate can lead to an assumption of nefarious
motives on the part of infrastructure providers, as appeared to be the case for several of
the students who worked on the Bolivia irrigation-channel project.
Explained one of the participants in the project, N, “There’s a general feeling among the
(the U.S. project team) that the community hasn’t contributed as it should, especially with
the cash contribution. But there’s a cultural difference, in that the community doesn’t
need physical help . . . they can do that. We worked mainly on the design, and the com-
munity really was putting the effort in on the parts of the project that met its own needs.”
It wasn’t until arriving on the site, though, that N recognized the energy and enthusi-
asm the community showed toward the project. His colleague, C, was more direct in
expressing the group’s general distrust of the client, at one point even stating in front of
community members that she wouldn’t authorize any more spending on the project be-
cause “We’re not the money fairies!” Even as her colleagues began to express regret that
they had believed the community sought only to extract money from “rich Americans,” C
still fumed at the cost of the relationship between team and recipient. “They don’t think
about who pays for it. They don’t have a complete understanding,” she said. “It seems as
if they think things just appear. They think we’ve got the money – after all, we come with
our cellphones and laptops, and they ask us how much they cost, so they see us as having
lots of money.” This level of frustration, which she said had begun long before the project
team traveled to Calcha, boiled over during a meeting with the municipality, prompting
professional practitioners accompanying the team to step in and mute the vocalizations
before they endangered project relationships:
When it was determined that the alcalde (mayor) could lend the community some
shovels and wheelbarrows, C aggressively called out, “see if they can lend us
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nails too. . . see if they can lend us plywood.” After our meeting with the alcalde,
we walked through the town to see a fair that was setting up on a large flat be-
neath a bridge. The NGO made arrangements for delivery of needed materials
and equipment then talked with the Calcha men about the need for involvement
in project work during the next two weeks. At one point, the men suggested that
work could proceed more quickly if they used a second mason who lives in the
village. C asked if he would expect to be paid, to which the NGO replied yes.
She very loudly shouted, “No,no! No more money! If they want the work to be
done, they can donate his labor toward their 10% contribution to the project.”
This was translated with some care by the NGO, who then said they could not
provide the additional mason for free. C continued to speak loudly about how the
village keeps asking for money but was unwilling to do preparatory work before
our arrival, and they didn’t even show up to the meeting.
This interchange illustrates how important it is for engineers to self-reflect and identify
their own predispositions, assumptions, and biases that may interfere with interactions
with a societally unfamiliar population. Had C recognized, as N did, that the entire
project team had wrongly assumed their client was motivated by acquisition, she may
have been better able to temper her responses to requests for additional funding and
optimize infrastructure construction. Instead, she concluded that community members
refused to perform labor in advance because they desired to extract as much effort and
money from the visiting volunteers as possible.
3.5 Innovative Self-Sufficiency
Inherent in any discussion about preservation of local knowledge is the question of what
that knowledge actually provides. A lack of access to formal education, coupled with an
inability to finance higher education, limits much of the population of the rural societies
who frequently benefit from international interventions. Additionally, a predisposition
of industrialized societies to assume their own technology and technical knowledge is
superior leads them to dismiss the innovations and skills that reside in the alternately
developed world. Appropriate technology, for example, takes on a connotation of unre-
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liability and haphazardness as was demonstrated in an informal conversation with one
eminent engineering educator: “I’m not going to build something out of mud and twigs
because it’s “appropriate technology,” the professor said. “That’s a cop-out. I want some-
thing that will work and will last.”
What, then, is place-based knowledge that resides in the rural societies of the globe and
should be preserved? A review of travel journals and experiences in many different ru-
ral societies provides the answer, which is not a process or a design so much as a way
of thinking. Innovative self-sufficiency, or the ability to craft a solution by considering
conditions and available materials, is a critical component of survival in the alternately
developed world, and the reliance on manufactured and imported equipment and mate-
rials poses a threat to preservation of such a thought process. More important than the
generically defined knowledge of innovative self-sufficiency, though, is the application of
that self-sufficiency to support and respond to the place in which it is applied. An engi-
neering practitioner seeking to examine the underside of a bridge deck in New York City,
for example, could not employ the innovative self-sufficiency of the Honduran farmer
who, upon realizing he needs to climb to the top of a 6-meter water tank, hacks down
saplings with a machete and constructs a wooden ladder in minutes. Access to materials,
as well as possession of the proper tools, limit the individual’s self-sufficiency, and those
conditions often are dependent upon the environment, the societal practices, and the cul-
tural experience of the individual.
Agricultural practices in the alternately developed world provide a particular clarity
of understanding of place-based, innovative self-sufficiency. Throughout the onetime
Mayan empire in Central America, terraced croplands can be seen lining mountainsides.
Farmers often tie themselves to a tree atop the mountain so that they rappel down the
fields to plant and tend crops that grow on the steep slope faces, a practice that they
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learned from generations of ancestors who farmed in the same way. Introduction of mod-
ern mechanization of agriculture would simply fail on such landforms. Just as one could
not drive a tractor through the mountainside croplands, one would not use such a ter-
raced approach in the gently rolling hills of Cameroon, which are better suited to cattle
grazing than crop production.
While acknowledging the resourcefulness, economy of effort, and use of place-based ma-
terials and considerations as a type of knowledge that should be preserved, one should
not conflate innovative self-sufficiency with meticulous application of technical exper-
tise. One need not look far in a rural society to find piecemeal repairs and haphazard
solutions. The images of Figure 3.9, for example, demonstrate the non-sustainable solu-
tions employed in a Dominican Republic community to prevent a 5 kilometer pipeline
from clogging with vegetation and to patch damage to PVC pipe from falling rocks on a
hillside. These solutions were employed by untrained local residents who observed the
flow of water to the village declining, first because of leaves and vegetative detritus enter-
ing the pipeline and creating a clog, then because of leaking and broken pipes. While they
were effective in addressing the community’s immediate needs, they lacked a technical
rigor to ensure successful operation of the pipeline for the foreseeable future. This same
community’s lack of technical expertise led at least one resident to earnestly propose an
irrigation solution that consisted of hand-pouring volumes of concrete between the walls
of a narrow rock canyon at the top of the mountain on which the spring flowed, thereby
trapping millions of gallons of water and creating a reservoir that could be tapped indef-
initely.
Inarguably, the expertise and technological knowledge that can be brought to bear on an
infrastructure solution should not be ignored in furtherance of local innovation preserva-
tion. But the attuned practitioner may still recognize innovation and incorporate it into a
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(a) Community members protected the
pipeline inlet from clogging using netting
and rocks loosely packed in the pipe
(b) A section of PVC pipe, already fragile from
exposure to the sun’s ultraviolet rays, is patched
using old rubber bicycle inner tubes after being
punctured by a rock slide
Figure 3.9: Two local efforts in a rural Dominican Republic community to maintain a 5
km water pipeline serving the village
rigorous design so that it matches the understanding and expectations of the client com-
munity. In an eastern Guatemalan community, for example, where changes in weather
patterns and deforestation of mountainsides for cookstove fuel has resulted in significant
maize crop failures, local agronomic engineers are working with the traditional popu-
lation to expand its repertoire of crops while continuing to support its heritage as corn
farmers. For one farm in this region, the farmer has elected to plant among his maize
fields crops of both sugar cane and cypress trees, which flourish in the highland climate
and provide cover for the coveted coffee trees that can produce significant cash crops.
Processing of the sugar cane is difficult and labor-intensive, yet the farmer – with the
help of supporting local engineers – quickly innovated a sugar cane press that he con-
structed using logs and a trough fashioned from a sheet of galvanized metal (Figure
3.10). The device extracts sugar juices for processing and functions almost identically
to the massive mechanical extractors the author had seen while touring a sugar plant in
India. Simple and constructed completely from local materials using the farmer’s own
mechanical intuition, the press allows him to produce sugar products at a fraction of the
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cost that would be associated with purchasing a mechanical press. This melding of in-
novative self-sufficiency and technical support from the agronomic engineer produced a
solution that did not conflict with the farmer’s own self-sufficiency, yet it expanded his
capabilities on his own terms, creating a win-win solution that introduces an appropriate
technical solution without sacrificing traditional values associated with working with the
gifts provided by the land.
Figure 3.10: Guatemalan sugar cane press
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CHAPTER 4: CONTEXTUAL ENGINEERING
The Parable of the Latrine
A group of 20 students, an engineering faculty member, and practitioners are assimilating with
their client in a rural Honduran community, renting a community house and living together there
while completing physical and societal analyses. Late one evening, a graduate engineering stu-
dent informs the faculty member that the sole latrine, a bucket-flush outdoor commode, has become
plugged and cannot be flushed. Together, faculty and graduate students investigate the situation
and begin to look for a toilet plunger, which cannot be located on the property. A fluent Spanish
speaker runs to a nearby home and asks to borrow a plunger, but instead the resident comes over
to the common house to investigate.
When he determines the toilet is indeed plugged, he walks behind the house and begins hacking
at a sapling with his machete, leaving the engineers puzzled. When he returns, he holds a sturdy
shaft of freshly hewn wood in his hand, and he earnestly looks around among the garbage that has
become entangled in a barbed wire fence to extract a ragged grain sack that had been caught there.
He quickly wraps the sack around the shank, fastens it in place with a length of tape from a roll a
student was using, and plunges the latrine with two swift motions to clear the clog. The technical
“experts” among the group are humbled by his ingenuity and embarrassed that their solution had
been to seek out a ready-made plunger, even if it would mean driving a distance on a treacherous
gravel road at night.
No example of innovative self-sufficiency better demonstrates the value of this knowl-
edge than the parable above. A respect for place-based knowledge and skill can combine
with technical expertise to generate an infrastructure intervention solution that is both
appropriate and rigorous, and the engineer who integrates this knowledge is far more
likely to produce an outcome that addresses clients’ physical infrastructure needs more
effectively. This chapter provides an overview of the process, which has been termed in
this dissertation Contextual Engineering. Because the foundations and bases of Contex-
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tual Engineering are unmapped in either the sociological or the engineering literature, a
definition for this term must be established:
Con·text·u·al En·gi·neer·ing
kan’tEkstS@w@l End@Z@’nIrIï
noun
The creative application of science, mathematical methods, societal understanding,
and place-based knowledge to address a physical need that serves the user of the in-
novation while recognizing the influence of stakeholder motivations and objectives
The purpose of creating a new discipline of engineering as defined here is to legitimize the
application of the social sciences to technical design. As the Llano Largo example in the
introduction demonstrates, technical capability is not sufficient to address a client com-
munity’s needs, particularly if it is a community that lies outside the pervasive influence
of globalized information, advertising, entertainment, and products. Creating a recogni-
tion that societal understanding and indigenous knowledge are as critical as mathematics
and science to success of infrastructure design for an alternately developed society will
encourage the consultant to more effectively address client needs through appropriate
technology. Note, too, that in the Contextual Engineering approach, client education and
development are far less relevant to design implementation, because context determines
the existing capabilities as well as the propensity for evolving those capabilities and in-
ternalizing information exchanges before an infrastructure is deployed.
In applied terms, Contextual Engineering challenges the engineer to pose the question
“Why?” in addressing a physical infrastructure approach before addressing the tradi-
tional design question of “How?” Creating an understanding of why an infrastructure is
best suited to the client’s needs offers the extra step for the designer of familiarizing him-
self with place-based conditions, knowledge, and influences in an effort to identify the
best technical approach that will meet client constraints, both technlogical and societal.
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4.1 Impact of Practitioner Perspective on Design Outcome
The notion of Contextual Engineering, at least as it applies to international work with
alternately developed societies, is virtually dependent upon a recognition by the consul-
tant that he has a responsibility to adapt his technological approach to the client, rather
than vice versa. This recognition is not without discomfort, and requires the consultant
to cultivate awareness of his own motivations and objectives (Krause, 2014) as well as of
his predispositions to judge others’ needs and values through the filter of his own expe-
rience. The ability of a consultant to view his client effectively can be described using
Figure 4.1, which presents the three levels of perception that one experiences when con-
fronting an alternately developed society (Witmer, 2015), along with a fourth perception
that is hypothesized to result from a degree of immersion that results in loss of self.
Placing this hierarchy in the framework of Contextual Engineering, the first level – aware-
ness – allows a consultant to identify that a client has needs that may be addressed
through a physical infrastructure intervention. The consultant also is aware that the client
experience is different than his own.
In the second level – attestation – the consultant witnesses the client community and
its needs firsthand and may experience the conditions in which the client operates. This
firsthand exposure to client conditions allows the consultant to build an understanding
of need and potential interventions, but that understanding is framed within the consul-
tant’s own experience and belief system, neglecting to connect with the underlying core
values and conditions that govern the client’s true experience.
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Figure 4.1: The levels of perception with an unfamiliar society
It is only through the third level – assimilation – that the consultant can evaluate a client
need and intervention through a perspective that is unfettered by the consultant’s own
experience. Assimilation allows the consultant to address place-based concerns, beliefs,
and expectations without interference from the consultant’s own experience and value
system. Achievement of assimilation allows the consultant to work with his client on an
equal footing, deprofessionalizing the consultant (Jones, 1990) to elevate the client status
so that a collaborative design may be developed. Accomplishment of assimilation re-
quires significant self-exploration on the part of the consultant so that he may recognize
when he begins to impose his own belief system upon design.
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Evaluation of data compiled as part of this investigation has led to the hypothesis that an
additional level of perception may exist – integration. As shown in the figure, integration
is an unstable perspective in that it allows the consultant to escape his own experiences
to view a client from within its own set of beliefs and conditions. But this level of percep-
tion negates the independent point of view by creating a new set of constraints that result
from single-perspective understanding from within the client society, once more limiting
the designer’s ability to address the needs of various sectors of the client society.
4.2 Non-Technology Influences on Design Appropriateness
From the discussion above, one may rightly conclude that technological capability alone
is not sufficient to address a client infrastructure need effectively and sustainably. Sophis-
ticated scientific knowledge, rigorous mathematical calculations, and deliberate equip-
ment implementation are demonstrated in case study after case study to be poor pre-
dictors of project outcome from the perspective of the client. This is not to discount the
critical importance of technical rigor, which must be employed for any client, regard-
less of whether they are an industrialized-nation city or a rural village in an alternately
developed nation. But technical rigor clearly is not the sole determinant of success in in-
frastructure design, since its implementation is prejudiced by non-technology influences
of human relationships, desires, and values. How can one break down those influences
into a clear set of societal forces?
Based on the literature review in Chapter 2, it appears that many of the case studies as
well as the sociological analyses indicate that societies are influenced by power dynam-
ics, particularly as they relate to wealth, influence, and knowledge. These three categories
may be more succinctly summarized as economic, political, and educational influences.
The literature also indicates that sociological evaluations of the impact of globalization on
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local societies has created a tension between local identities and global standards. Thus,
Contextual Engineering recognizes a cultural influence may be related to inter-society in-
teractions as well as personal value sets. Finally, case studies acknowledge that outside
engineering service providers frequently fail to identify client willingness or comfort in
embracing a new technology or evolving a new technical approach to meet local needs.
This could be characterized as a technical influence governed by a client’s comfort level
with applying and expanding its technical experience to new infrastructure approaches.
Other conditions and conflicts discussed in the literature, from language differences to
religious tolerances, can neatly fall within the five influences described here; the final
list of governing influences that indicate how a client society will react to an engineered
infrastructure is shown in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: The five relative non-technology influences that affect engineering design
Exploration of the meaning of these influences has proceeded for nearly two years and
incorporated coursework in economics, sociology, engineering, and geography, as well as
direct interaction and discussion with alternately developed societies in South and Cen-
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tral America, and sub-Saharan Africa. The literature discussed herein (e.g., Massey, 2005,
Otte, 2013) also informed the selection of critical influences. From the insights gleaned in
all these investigations, influences may be summarized thusly:
• Political influence addresses the influence of power within a society. High political
influence suggests that power is a significant driver to take action for that society,
and the failure to recognize the power dynamics of a society can create conflict and
rejection by sectors of the population if not recognized and addressed.
• Economic influence addresses the influence of need. High economic influence in-
dicates that a population does not have the resources to meet its basic needs and
feels great stress when confronted with additional demands upon its limited re-
sources. This influence can confuse casual observers of the Contextual Engineering
process, because one intuitively may assume high economic influence equates to
high wealth, when in fact the opposite is true.
• Cultural influence addresses the values and identities that are specific to the com-
munity as a whole. This by no means suggests that any culturally influenced com-
munity will be homogeneous in belief and identity, and in fact the most culturally
heterogeneous community can still be highly influenced by cultural considerations.
A high cultural influence within a society, however, indicates a very strong adher-
ence to a value or identity belief, which must be recognized and respected in engi-
neering design.
• Educational influence does not reflect the overall level of education within a com-
munity so much as the value that residents place upon formal or informal education
processes. A high educational influence indicates that a community as a whole is
predisposed to seeking knowledge and is not content with the status quo.
• Technical influence considers a willingness of a community to explore new technol-
ogy, to learn how things work, and to adapt its own technology to new uses and
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applications. Again, this influence can be confusing because it is considered a non-
technology influence, but it is intended to assess the predisposition of a society to
explore technology and does not indicate level of technical sophistication or techni-
cal knowledge per se. In Contextual Engineering, these five influences combine to
provide a consultant with a greater understanding of the context in which technical
design development must be framed – the assimilative view screen that allows the
designer to disengage from her own experience to better grasp the experience of the
client community.
4.3 The Particular Significance of Rural Infrastructure
Reference has been made throughout this paper to the focus on infrastructure interven-
tions for rural communities in alternately developed societies. As noted in many of the 
publications cited in this dissertation, stakeholder objectives do not always agree. NGOs 
and government agencies seek to achieve the greatest impact for the largest number of 
beneficiaries at the lowest-possible cost (Krause, 2014), which by definition leads infras-
tructure interventions toward the most populous cities in a given society. Additionally, 
because of globalization’s impact, cities are more readily connected to world-normalized 
standards of behavior, consumption, and values, meaning that they are more likely to 
adopt an infrastructure design created by a globalized consultant relying upon the same 
standards.
But in rural societies, where the local still dominates over the global in terms of stan-
dards and values, ready acceptance of world-standard technologies is less prevalent. And 
economies of scale for an intervention do not exist in agricultural communities, where res-
idents are spread far apart and centralized infrastructure can be prohibitively expensive 
to install. The result, as discussed in Section 2.1.3.1, is that many rural inhabitants relo-
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cate to urban areas to obtain basic services, which leaves rural areas even less desirable as
beneficiaries of humanitarian agencies and organizations (Satterthwaite et al., 2010). And
the decline in agricultural productivity for rural communities that accompanies the flight
of farmers increases food insecurity for societies already struggling with availability of
affordable local food supplies.
For the purposes of this particular investigation, the Contextual Engineering focus on
rural communities in alternately developed societies is intended to assist consultants in
designing engineered infrastructure for the most difficult clients – those who are cultur-
ally entrenched in a non-globalized environment, those whose experiences clearly dif-
fer from the experiences of an industrialized-world engineering practitioner, and those
whose agricultural activities support not only their own livelihoods but the food security
of their home country as well.
Throughout this dissertation, the author interchangeably refers to knowledge residing
in these rural regions as “indigenous” or “place-based.” It should be noted that indigene-
ity often has a more specific meaning in the sociological literature, referring specifically
to a historical people and identity. In this discussion, the word indigenous simply refers
to an object or knowledge that originated or occurs naturally in a particular place. Thus,
indigenous knowledge can refer to the inherited knowledge of a society that is rooted in
a place, or it can refer to any knowledge that applies specifically to the place in which the
client society is located.
4.4 Engineering is Not Development
An additional note is needed regarding Contextual Engineering and the impact that as-
similative investigation may have upon client societies. It is inherent in assimilation that a
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consultant ignores her own values and beliefs to address the physical needs of her client.
To do this, however, may mean also resisting action to promote a widely accepted value
system, such as gender equity or religious freedom. It is a cornerstone of Contextual En-
gineering to recognize that the infrastructure engineer is not a social engineer, and has an
obligation first and foremost to meet the physical needs of the client without judgment.
Of course, there are clear exceptions to this obligation – no consultant would suspend her
own belief in the sanctity of life to support ritual murders by a client society, for example
– but the desire to “develop” an alternate society so that it more closely mirrors her own
experience falls well outside the scope of an engineer’s responsibility.
This is not to say that a contextual engineer must actively resist any design that may pro-
vide benefit to the client outside of the physical need. A water system that meets client
expectations and provides opportunity to women to seek other economically productive
activities, for example, is thoroughly appropriate. But contextual design should not seek
to achieve an objective other than to meet a physical need, and in no way should it be
viewed as leverage to promote social change if the objective is to create an infrastructure
that is fully accepted, embraced, and sustained by the client. In fact, a paradox exists
here in that the engineer who focuses on physical intervention without a development
focus may be far more effective in promoting societal development than an engineer who
adopts development objectives as a component of infrastructure design.
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CHAPTER 5: CONTEXT EVALUATION
This chapter provides a methodology for the engineering practitioner to evaluate con-
text when addressing physical needs for a client from an unfamiliar society. It can be a
particular challenge for engineers to learn how to explore and evaluate context in asso-
ciation with technical decision-making. Engineering students have been shown to value
scientific rigor vastly more than people skills associated with determining client prefer-
ence and conducting social interactions (Itani and Srour, 2016). Existing evaluation tools
generally draw from the perspective of attestation to evaluate an infrastructure’s perfor-
mance, much the way the engineering literature that addresses international infrastruc-
ture design focuses on the case study rather than intent to assess outcomes. One could
argue that the logframe (Krause, 2014) provides guidance along the design path. But
given Krause’s criticism of the logframe’s failings to recognize client conditions beyond
those valued by the governing stakeholders, this tool appears to fail to provide insight
regarding the client’s indigenous values, beliefs, and abilities.
A new tool is needed that can provide the consultant with at least an assimilative glimpse
into the significance of non-engineering considerations before undertaking a design.
5.1 The Relative Influence Predictive Tool
In an effort to address the research problems previously identified, a tool has been de-
veloped to provide a consulting engineer with the capability to understand how non-
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technology influences may affect technical decision-making for a particular client. This
tool is unique in that it does not analyze outcome or performance, nor does it track
changes in adoption or maintenance of infrastructure. Instead, its purpose is to pro-
vide guidance and understanding in advance of design so that the knowledge gleaned
from its use may be incorporated into a more robust, societally appropriate infrastruc-
ture solution. Phrased more simply, the predictive tool is intended to allow a consultant
to evaluate the influences that drive a community’s decision-making process and com-
fort level with a particular type of infrastructure intervention. Informal interviews with
international project practitioners as part of this investigation indicate that before they
had been exposed to the predictive tool, most practitioners had viewed their role in de-
signing for an unfamiliar community as being limited to identifying physical conditions
along with economical and uncomplicated technological and local construction capabili-
ties. Few of those interviewed indicated they had ever given significant thought to how
a community would govern maintenance, operation, and ongoing repair costs, nor did
they consider whether infrastructure availability and placement could create social divi-
siveness or power disparities that previously didn’t exist.
A tool has been constructed and tested in nearly two dozen communities in Africa, South
America, Asia, and Central America by volunteer practitioners. More than 30 users of
the tool have returned data for processing and analysis, and results of those trials are pre-
sented here. The following discussion explores tool development, implementation, and
analysis. The University of Illinois Board of Trustees has copyrighted the tool as intellec-
tual property of the University, and the checklist survey associated with the tool is being
distributed via web portal after users complete a licensing agreement that grants the uni-
versity unlimited access to data they collect. Users who have completed the checklist thus
far have received in return an analytical report that provides general design guidelines
as well as a description of specific relationships between design and influences based on
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tool outcomes. Additional interviews of the tool users have been approved by the In-
stitutional Review Board (approval letters included in Appendix A) and were subject to
research disclosure and individual consent.
5.1.1 Purpose
The intent of this tool is to provide consultants with an opportunity to assimilate, rather
than attest, in addressing the needs of the client through engineered infrastructure. Rec-
ognizing that engineers by training tend to place value on physical conditions over so-
cietal conditions when assessing a potential design, the tool has been designed to assist
the consultant in predicting societal influences that could improve or disrupt client ac-
ceptance, operation, and maintenance of an infrastructure. At the same time, the tool
provides the consultant with a set of prompts by which he can personally reflect on what
he observes and develop an understanding of the non-technical conditions that may af-
fect the outcome of his design decisions. In reality, the tool is a measure of the evaluators’
perceptions of the client conditions rather than an objective reality, and assessment of tool
outcomes that will be discussed below indicate those perceptions are subject to change
with time or among multiple users to some degree.
5.1.2 Features
The complete tool consists of four components: 1) the Practitioner Survey, 2) the regional
weighting mechanism, 3) the relative influence calculator, 4) and the design guidelines,
as shown in Figure 5.1. Each of these components is employed upon completion of the
previous process, resulting in a final report that offers guidance for design thinking when
addressing technical selection and implementation. The four components of the tool are
discussed in more detail below.
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Figure 5.1: The Predictive Tool Components
5.1.2.1 Practitioner Survey
The predictive tool’s data-gathering module is a 41-question survey using Likert Scale 
scoring to determine the prevalence of an observation within the client community. The 
checklist survey is shown in Appendix B. In most cases, questions asked in the survey 
do not overtly address the influences being e valuated, and consultant users l ikely will 
be unable to influence tool outcome based on assumptions of question relevance. In fact, 
the questions investigate conditions that are believed to be associated with one or more 
influences being investigated on a very subtle level.
The questions themselves were derived from extensive personal experience by the au-
thor in observing and assimilating with client societies while practicing engineering de-
sign in diverse locations throughout the alternately developed rural world. Because the
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literature is largely silent on identifying influences, a series of questions was developed
experimentally and initially tested anecdotally during travel to determine whether the
outcome scoring conforms to the experience of the author. Validation of the questions is
an ongoing process that will be dependent upon continuing use of the survey and feed-
back from users regarding their perceptions of the tool process and outcome. For this
reason, the tool is distributed under a licensing agreement that requires users to allow
their submitted data to be used for ongoing investigation of tool validity and functional-
ity.
When the tool is distributed, users are given a single-page spreadsheet into which they
may enter scores for each question. The scores range from 1 to 5, with 1 signifying the
absence of a condition and 5 signifying the prevalence of that condition. Some of the
questions may be easily answered without interacting with the client, while others may
require conversations with community members, attendance at meetings, or passive par-
ticipation in public events. Many of the questions are deliberately vague, for the purpose
of encouraging the user to think more deeply about the purpose of the question and how
she might resolve any ambiguities in her own mind. Users are strongly encouraged to
try to answer every question, even if they must guess, rather than avoiding the topic and
leaving the score blank. The author recognizes that the user’s responses to the questions
may be influenced by their own experiences and predispositions, though the questions
are intended to circumvent some of the more obvious biases an industrialized-world user
may bring to the process by observations that may not appear overtly relevant to the
consultant. Though the tool was designed to minimize importation of predispositions or
beliefs held by the user, it is important to recognize that inherent biases lie in all humans,
and particular events or experiences may have an impact on a user’s interpretation of the
observation.
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For example, by asking the consultant to consider whether homes in the client community 
contain upholstered furniture, the tool prompts the consultant to weigh client conditions 
against the conditions she may take for granted in her home surroundings. The ques-
tion may seem confounding, and had been challenged by a few users as appearing trivial 
when they initially received and reviewed the checklist, but upon further reflection, those 
users said they recognized that upholstered furniture may carry multiple meanings in a 
different society. A sofa, for example, may cost a great deal more than a plastic chair. 
It may be difficult to transport and require resourcefulness on the part of the owner to 
purchase and move it to the home. It may be more prone to collecting dust and dirt so 
that it would require more cleanliness or more diligent hygiene to preserve it for many 
years. And it may convey a sense of pride, a connection to other experiences, or a desire 
to appear “advanced.” The very act of considering the question should lead the user to 
become not only more attuned to the furnishings in homes and but also to the lifestyles 
adopted by the client, which expands the user’s understanding of her client’s values and 
motivations. If a user comes from a background in which furniture is sparse or simple 
(the minimalism of traditional Japanese furnishings, for example), she may interpret both 
the question and its meaning differently than a user from a background that relies on 
reclining chairs and extra-loft mattresses.
5.1.2.2 Country Weighting Calculator
While users complete the survey on site, the tool’s manager may begin to compile weight-
ing scores for the country being investigated. Using World Bank political and develop-
ment index databases, as well as religious composition data from Pew Research Institute, 
all of which are available through internet connection, scores are determined using orig-
inal Matlab code (shown in Appendix C) that calculates national relative influences. As 
new data is released from the sources, the Matlab database may be updated so that influ-
ence calculations always reflect the most current conditions.
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The application of these national relative influences has been revised as tool testing has
progressed. Of particular concern after early trials, in which national weighting was ap-
plied equally to all influences, was the fact that local deviations from national norms
sometimes were damped by weighting even though they may have had a signficant in-
fluence on community attitudes and behaviors. The economic and political influences
in particular appeared to be moderated by national norms, even though these particular
influences are intrinsically driven – not shaped by forces outside the target population
so much as by conditions and attitudes within the population itself. By contrast, influ-
ences such as education and technical competency are more likely to have an extrinsic
component and may be more influenced by peer behaviors and resources to which the
target community is exposed. Cultural influence, too, may be strongly driven by a re-
gional identity. For example, if a local society exhibits a strong predisposition toward
indigenous dress or language, while the country as a whole has not maintained a strong
indigenous identity, then the local cultural influence is strengthened because it departs
from the norm. If, however, the entire country retains its indigenous identity through
dress and language, then the local cultural influence is less significant because it con-
forms to a greater norm.
Figure 5.2 depicts the process for applying national weighting to the raw scores. To de-
termine the weighting process for the Cultural, Educational and Technical influences, the
community relative influences are assessed to determine whether they lie within a stan-
dard deviation of all data points collected. During early evaluations, the standard devia-
tion shifted slightly with the addition of new data, but as more data have been amassed,
the deviation has stabilized. When national weighting is implemented, the country in-
fluence is used in place of the raw influence only when it falls within a standard devi-
ation of all recorded raw influences. The percentage of all influences for a given client
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Figure 5.2: The Predictive Tool Components
is then tallied – often resulting in values greater or less than 100% – and the influences
are rebalanced to produce a total influence of 100%. Using all datapoints completed by
participants to date (with several participants independently evaluating the same com-
munity in a half-dozen cases), standard deviations for the influences ranged from 2.2%
for the educational influence to 3.6% for the technical influence, while averages across all
influences have ranged from 19.0% for Technical to 20.6% for Political and Education.
For any given data point submitted for analysis in which the raw relative influences fall
within the standard deviation for all trials (which is expected to mediate at 20 percent
for each influence over time), national weighting is applied to adjust the score to better
conform to regional standards.
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For those influences falling outside the standard deviation, the local score governs and 
no weighting is performed. Application of this modified national weighting score has re-
sulted in stronger conformity among scores generated by multiple participants evaluating 
a single client, as well as more strongly conforming with the experience-based intuition of 
the author. It must be acknowledged that, as with the Practitioner Survey, development 
of the weighting calculator relied on developer expertise to identify key indicators of in-
fluence for a country. The selected representative data to determine influence draws from 
69 World Bank Databases, each of which produce upwards of 1,500 data points for a coun-
try on topics that range from literacy rate and primary school completion rate by gender, 
to bribery prevalence and social protection programming, to percentage of agricultural 
land available to production of renewable electricity. A thorough review of the databases 
over the past 18 months resulted in identification of no more than six datapoints per in-
fluence. Datapoints used for this analysis are shown in Appendix C. Using these data, a 
value is assigned to each influence, generating the weight by which local influences may 
be adjusted.
5.1.2.3 Assignment of Influences
When both the Practitioner Survey and weighting calculator processes are complete, user 
scores are entered into a spreadsheet calculator for processing. The calculator workbook, 
shown in Appendix D, initially determines a client raw score for each of the five influ-
ences. The formulas used to generate raw scores apply user scores for each question to 
one or more influences, then tally total points to produce a set of raw scores by influence. 
It cannot be emphasized strongly enough that the raw scores by themselves mean noth-
ing, and the magnitude of a score is insignificant compared with its relation to the other 
influences being considered. Table 5.1 provides an example of the results generated from 
the calculator for San Francisco Libre, Nicaragua. Country Weights (as percentages) are
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imported from the Matlab weighting calculator to determine final relative influences. To
visualize the significance of relative influences that hover near 20% each but slightly ex-
ceed or fall short of this equal-influence condition, one may picture a netted stress ball,
which appears symmetrically round when held in the palm of one’s hand. Applying
pressure with a finger at a particular location, however, causes a blister in the ball to form
and pop through the netting, and consistent application of the same amount of pressure
in the same location will result in a blister emerging with equal consistency. Similarly, a
community may appear to be in balance for all influences during normal daily life, but
the application of a new infrastructure intervention by an outside practitioner can gener-
ate relational “blisters” within the society that result in failure to adopt the infrastructure,
discomfort with the process, disdain for the conflict with the infrastructure, or anger with
the cost associated with its construction. Use of the Contextual Engineering tool, then, is
intended to identify where those blisters will emerge and prevent them from growing so
large that they subvert the objective of intervention.
Table 5.1: Predictive tool output for the community of San Francisco Libre, Nicaragua
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5.1.2.4 Guidelines for Design
The knowledge derived from contextual influences provides insight to the experienced 
technical designer, but for consultants unaccustomed to addressing societal conditions 
in the design process, outcomes of the predictive tool can be confounding. Particularly 
confusing is the interpretation of these contextual influences, whether high relative influ-
ences means conditions are “good” or “bad,” and how to address them in design. For this 
reason, users of the predictive tool are provided with a six- to nine-page report that sum-
marizes the scoring and findings, provides general guidelines for addressing the scores, 
and offers specific recommendations for infrastructure-design approach based on influ-
ence scores. Figure 5.3 shows key pages from a representative report that was provided 
to one user. A detail page of the general guidelines is shown in Figure 5.4. As with the 
tool itself, the guidelines draw upon the experience and expertise of the author, informed 
by the sociological investigations described herein. Refinement of these guidelines is one 
of the objectives of final research associated with this dissertation.
Figure 5.3: Example outcome report for Diagnostic Tool user
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  
4 
GUIDELINES FOR CONTEXTUAL INFLUENCE CATEGORIES 
High cultural influence – must have strong respect for cultural constraints and beliefs, heavy and 
frequent input of client 
Low cultural influence – designer may be less sensitive to client values and beliefs 
High political influence – must recognize existing power structures of client community and 
adhere to those structures to prevent conflict; requires respect for power structure and 
leaders’ input; must provide significant guidance for implementation to prevent distortion 
of design through political process 
Low political influence – communal decisions may govern over those of individual power 
holders; less necessity to conform to power structure’s personal conditions and 
expectations 
High economic influence (generally means greater community concern for money demands) 
– self-sustaining, low-maintenance designs are best; infrastructure should provide
evidence of supporting economic endeavors of community rather than demanding
frequent time/money investments
Low economic influence – can encourage autonomy in maintenance and operations, explore 
projects that require continuing investment 
High educational influence (places high value on education) – new approaches that advance 
existing technological understanding are likely to be better received; client may 
welcome acting as “model” for new approaches and may be willing to promote new 
technology to other communities 
Low educational influence – intervention should be targeted to very specific needs of 
community, using indigenous technology rather than innovative approaches 
High technical influence – introduction of new technology may be exhilarating to client, who 
should be heavily involved in design process, interactively participating in conceptual 
design to broaden its own technical understanding and evolve its existing technology 
Low technical influence – client more likely to rubber-stamp any approach; design shouldn’t 
exceed client’s technical experience too significantly 
Figure 5.4: General guidelines for engineering design based on relative influences
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The general guidelines encourage designers to think about the impact that design deci-
sions may have upon the client society. Harking back to the community of Llano Largo, 
Honduras, that was discussed in the Introduction, a stronger understanding of societal 
drivers may help an engineer to determine whether a system utilizing three water sources 
would be acceptable or disastrous for the client. Using the general guidelines, one can 
predict that if the community demonstrates a high political influence, t he three-source 
system could conflict strongly with the guideline to “recognize existing power structures 
of client community and adhere to those structures to prevent conflict.” A  l ow techni-
cal influence, l ikewise, could indicate that the community’s leaders are l ikely to accept 
the concept of a pump, even if they lack the technical expertise to operate it; care would 
be needed before implementing advanced technology. Taken together, the guidelines can 
provide a roadmap for the consultant to explore technical alternatives and weigh them on 
a socio-cultural scale in addition to a technical scale to determine their appropriateness 
for client adoption and operation.
5.1.2.5 Function
This predictive tool was established to provide guidance to consultants on how to ap-
proach an engineered infrastructure design for a society unfamiliar to the designer. While 
its primary purpose was to provide technical guidelines to the practitioner, the tool has 
manifested a second, unplanned benefit. Continuing trials and follow-up interviews with 
users indicate that the tool has encouraged the consultant to learn more about the client 
community and to interact on a more personal basis with its culture and values. From 
several user interviews, it appears that consultants even approach the assessment pro-
cess itself differently if they first review the checklist and consider the purpose and value 
of each question.
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5.2 Predictive Tool Trials
The predictive tool has been employed 36 times since June 2017, with 20 user teams –
ranging from team-averaged data to multiple individual entries – returning their checklist
scores for processing. Locations of implementation included nine communities in Central
America, three communities in South America, communities in seven African nations,
and one Nepalese village in Asia. The general performance of the tool in those trials is
summarized here.
5.2.1 Variability among Clients
Initial trials indicate that variability of relative influence is significant from one client
society to another, even when those clients lie within the same geographic region. A
graphic depiction of the relative influences is shown in Figure 5.5 for several clients with
differing dominant influence(s).
Figure 5.5: Pie-chart graph of relative influence for selected Predictive Test trials
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It is apparent from Figure 5.5, for example, that the educational influence is dominant in
Chocope, Peru, and comparatively low in Llano Largo, Honduras, and Keur Balla Marie,
Senegal. Cultural and Economic influences strongly dominate Keur Balla Marie and are
far less important in Llano Largo. This figure provides a visual demonstration that the
societal context of a client – as represented through the five relative influences – varies
significantly from place to place and is being measured with the tool. If this knowledge
is overlaid with the general guidelines discussed above, one may recognize that a techni-
cally rigorous solution that may be appropriate for the Bolivian or Peruvian communities
will likely result in struggle for the Honduras or Senegal clients. Design ignorance of
power dynamics may be harmless where political concerns are comparatively insignifi-
cant (Calcha, Bolivia, for example), but may lead to disruption or even violence in another
community (such as Llano Largo, Honduras, where political concerns dominate the soci-
ety’s context). These trials, then, indicate that use of the predictive tool offers consultants
the potential capability to harmonize technical solutions with societal conditions.
Table 5.2 shows the relative influence data for each community evaluated, conditionally
formatted so that the strongest relative influence for each community is highlighted in
red and the weakest relative influence is highlighted in green. While it may be observed
that there are different permutations of relative influences for the majority of clients, re-
gardless of whether they’re located in the same nation or region, some patterns of be-
havior begin to emerge that the tool manager can assess in identifying whether a result
is valid. For example, the economic and technical influences do not appear to occur as
strong co-influencers. This particular combination was demonstrated in a test datapoint
submitted to the author by a manager of Engineers Without Borders-USA and is shown in
Table 5.3. Upon building familiarity with the typical combinations of relative influences,
the tool manager suspected something was amiss with the EWB data and contacted the
data provider for additional details regarding the community and project being consid-
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ered. The EWB representative informed the tool manager that she had unintentionally
“tricked” the tool by making up numbers with no basis in a real community. The EWB
manager then submitted an additional dataset culled from her own experience as a Peace
Corps volunteer in Peru, generating a set of relative influences that more strongly coin-
cided with the tool manager’s intuition.
Table 5.2: Relative Influences for 20 community trials
Table 5.3: Relative Influence outcomes for a tool test dataset submitted by EWB-USA
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5.2.2 Consultant Experience
To assess the consultant experience, more than one dozen users from several consultant
groups were interviewed to determine their perceptions of the tool value and its ease of
use. The questions posed to these consultants explored their experiences using the Prac-
titioner Survey, their perceptions of the tool outcome, and whether they intend to incor-
porate the guidelines into design. For some of the interviewees, use of the tool postdated
the design process, so they were asked to reflect on whether they would have approached
technical design differently if they had been exposed to the tool during the design process.
While their responses will be discussed more fully in the Results chapter of this report,
the consultants consistently reported experiencing greater awareness of the non-technical
conditions within the client community that could impact design decisions.
5.2.3 Variability of Perception among Consultants
In evaluating the performance of the predictive tool among teams of multiple consultants,
each of whom brings his own set of experiences and objectives to the process, one may
expect differing outcomes to occur with an unvalidated instrument. But early results
indicate comparatively strong agreement of outcome from multiple users assessing the
same client. One trial in which 11 individuals of varying age, ethnicity, educational back-
ground, and experience, is shown in Table 5.4. For this trial, a standard deviation and 95%
confidence interval were calculated among the participant scores and are shown in Table
5.5. These calculations yield strong evidence that the tool generated nearly the same re-
lationship among non-technology influences regardless of user background. Other trials
that employed between two and four tool users also demonstrated strong agreement of
outcome. It is apparent that a variety of factors can contribute to agreement of outcome,
ranging from similarity of personality and training to collaboration in scoring while using
the survey. For at least two of the trials, including the one shown in Table 5.5, though,
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users confirmed that they did not collaborate on scoring and completed the survey inde-
pendently based on their own perceptions and observations. The question that remains
to be explored in association with this discussion is whether the tool becomes more accu-
rate when collaboration occurs. This question will be explored in later research.
Table 5.4: Weighted scores for 11 consultants evaluating the community of Llano Largo,
Honduras
Table 5.5: Standard deviation and 95% confidence level for scores compiled for Llano
Largo, Honduras
Figure 5.6 provides a graphic analysis of error in the form of a box-and-whisker plot
for the trial involving 11 consultants in Llano Largo. It is interesting to note that the
greatest error in assessing relative influences occurs with the educational category, for
which some consultants scored their observations significantly higher than the group as
a whole. It also is apparent from the figure that the consultants found the most comfort
with the technical category, though outlier scores resulted in error bars most strongly in
the reduced-value direction. Additional data compiled for two communities in western
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Figure 5.6: Error plot for Llano Largo trial – N=11 participants
Africa, retroactively assessing the variability in perceptions of four to five former students
and the author who traveled to each community, generated a new hypothesis regarding
level of perception and degree of immersion. Tables 5.6 and 5.7 show the results of scor-
ing for the communities of Ntisaw, Cameroon, and Adu Achi, Nigeria, each of which
were clients of Engineers Without Borders-UIUC Chapter during the past 10 years. Par-
ticipant 4 for the Nigeria group and participant 5 for the Cameroon group each spent
significant time (three to six months) living in and with the community, while other num-
bered participants visited the community for a maximum of several weeks. The author
is represented in both groups as participant A. For the Cameroon community, travel par-
ticipants showed a disparity of outcomes in all but the political and technical areas. It is
interesting to note that participant 4 did not work on the project in advance of travel and
was a part of the team as an independent observer, while participant 2 had traveled to the
community two times and directly interacted with community leaders as a team manager
most recently. For the Nigeria group, there is consistent agreement in scoring among the
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team travelers 1-3 and A, while team traveler 4 strongly varies significantly in evaluating
both cultural and political influences. The disparity among participants in both of these
projects raises questions regarding how perceptions of the client change with additional
familiarity, observational capacity, and/or immersion. In particular, participant 4 in Nige-
ria and participant 5 in Cameroon had each immersed in the client society so thoroughly
that they dressed in conformity with their clients, learned some of the indigenous lan-
guage, and identified strongly with a particular power faction in each community, bring-
ing into question whether it is possible that a designer can over-assimilate to the point
that a dispassionate objectivity is lost. Existing data is too sparse to fully evaluate the
possibility of a fourth level of perception – integration – that leads to decreasing capabil-
ity of influence identification because of alliance with a particular client sector viewpoint.
Additional research is necessary to fully evaluate this hypothesis.
Table 5.6: Retroactively scored predictive tool data for four students and advisor for Nti-
saw, Cameroon, project
5.2.4 Variability of Perception with Time
Assessments have been performed for one client of whether additional exposure time in
a client community results in a modification of relative influence calculation outcomes,
and additional assessments are under way in several locations. Two consultants traveled
to Llano Largo in January 2018 to perform preliminary investigations for a project and
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Table 5.7: Retroactively scored predictive tool data for four students and advisor for Adu
Achi, Nigeria, project
each completed the Practitioner Survey after four days of living with the client. Both con-
sultants, however, purposely resisted investigating lifestyles and client behaviors during
that trip, focusing instead only on observations and anecdotal experiences to score the
survey. The results of that assessment are shown in Table 5.8, along with the scores those
two consultants produced after eight additional days of exposure to the client in March
2018. It may be observed from the data provided that additional exposure to the client
dampened the relative influence scores for cultural and technical categories, while it el-
evated relative influence scores for political and educational scores. This would suggest
that consultants are prone to react most strongly to demonstrations of culture and the
comfort of technical considerations initially, and additional time and exposure is needed
to consider political and educational influences. Further evaluation through additional
trials is needed to determine whether additional time spent with the client enhances tool
performance. Additional trials are under way in Panama, working with Peace Corps vol-
unteers in multiple communities, to compare data compiled after they have lived among
their clients for two months. Initial data were collected for four communities approxi-
mately one week after consultant arrival in late August, and two consultants submitted
data again in late October. Results of these two trials are shown in Table 5.9. For the
consultant in Cocle, additional time in the community resulted in a modification of rela-
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Table 5.8: Weighted results for consultants visiting Llano Largo, Honduras, in January
(above) and in March (below) 2018
tive influence order, while additional time appeared to confirm initial observations for the
consultant in Ngabe-Bugle. Additional data will be collected for these two consultants, as
well as two others, to further evaluate the impact that exposure time has upon influence
identification.
Table 5.9: One-week and two-month observations for two Panama communities
(a) Cocle, Panama (b) Ngabe-Bugle, Panama
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CHAPTER 6: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter presents information regarding early trials of the predictive tool, both in
terms of predictive scores and of user satisfaction.
6.1 Predictive Tool Performance
Initial evaluation of the predictive tool holds great promise for its value as a method to
enhance the consultant’s understanding of his client’s needs and conditions as well as
its predispositions toward particular influences. Because there is no empirical method-
ology for assessing whether the tool accurately captures societal conditions in the field,
assessment must rely upon the expertise of users and observers, as well as ongoing obser-
vation of projects in which the tool was applied to determine whether infrastructure use
and sustainability, along with user satisfaction, is achieved. This will require significant
follow-up with tool users over time and cannot be determined within the timeframe of
this investigation.
When the tool was used for a single client by a large number of consultants, the av-
erage relative influence scores conform closely with the individual score of the author,
against whose experience the expected outcomes have been calibrated. In five trials that
used multiple consultants (N=2:11) for a single client, standard deviations never exceeded
2.2%, and 95% confidence levels likewise remained below 1.3% for percentage relative in-
fluence outcomes. Additional trials are needed to verify consistency of performance, but
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early results suggest that the questions and perceptions of tool users in answering those
questions result in reasonable consistency of outcome, even when the scoring itself varies.
This is a particularly intriguing observation, since it suggests that while individuals may
choose to focus on different conditions and may interpret those conditions differently in
scoring their observations, the tool accurately extracts relative biases of the individual
to produce remarkably consistent outcomes in relative influence. The fact that different
communities produce significantly different relative influences, too, contradicts any sus-
picion that the calculator is prone to instrument error in a way that will produce the same
outcome for any score entered.
6.2 Predictive Tool Impacts on Designer
Interviews with tool users have been enlightening in that they revealed an unintended
benefit. Users report that the tool drove them to be more observant and interactive, lead-
ing to improved consultant perceptions and interactions associated with a more assimila-
tive experience. The unique perspective that the tool encourages in inexperienced trav-
elers has been identified as sufficient to warrant Engineers Without Borders-USA to offer
the process to all of its chapters as they undertake new efforts.
Some consultants acknowledged that they had never considered whether an infrastruc-
ture delivery method could affect its acceptance and sustainability. One user, whose
project involved selective placement of composting toilets in a rural agricultural commu-
nity, said he had not previously considered whether toilet location could have an impact
on power relations within the client community. The user said he had even brushed off
an approach from one client resident who asked him why a toilet was being erected near
the house of a woman who rarely lives in the community instead of in his home, where
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an entire family could benefit. Reflection by the user during the interview yielded the
insight that employing an implementation structure that allowed client leaders to deter-
mine who would be awarded toilets may have inadvertently created a power differential
that could have been avoided by constructing communal latrines instead.
While users reported feeling some frustration with the ambiguity of survey questions,
particularly those that asked for consultant interpretations (“Have you observed at least
25% of the community’s residents visibly manifesting a cultural identification beyond the
national standard through language, dress, behavior, or religious practice?” for example),
there was a consistency of response in stating that the struggle to responsibly answer the
questions led to a deeper immersion into the client experience.
One group reported using the survey as a preparation tool before its planned travel for
the purpose of assessing client conditions and needs. By discussing the questions in ad-
vance and dividing responsibilities for pursuing answers, the team was able to build spe-
cializations while at the same time checking each other on their perceptions. The same
team’s members also reported that because they recognized that some questions could be
easily observed while others required personal interactions, they structured their visit to
allow for some public activities and some one-on-one personal time with client residents,
further enhancing their understanding of the client’s day-to-day existence. The users re-
ported that they had never before structured an assessment trip in this way.
Users generally said they may not have predicted relative influence outcomes that matched
the tool’s output, but after considering the findings they would agree with the results.
One user suggested that she probably had an idea of how her client community was in-
fluenced but lacked the skills to identify them on her own. Perhaps the most interesting
comment came from a college student consultant working with a group in her native
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Guatemala. Though she had traveled to her client community four times with the group,
she said, it never occurred to her to offer to team members any information about the
societal behaviors and beliefs of the client community, both because she hadn’t consid-
ered the information relevant to engineering design and because it hadn’t occurred to her
that her insights might be surprising to non-natives. “People would be surprised about
things and I had never thought about sharing it before because it seemed obvious to me,”
she said. But after reviewing the Practitioner Survey with the team, she realized that her
insights not only were relevant but were critical to the team’s understanding in how to
proceed with design.
Though the guidelines that are provided to tool users are very general in nature, all users
interviewed said they were useful in implementing technical design strategies. “If I were
to start a new project (before using the tool on an existing project), I would have thought
only about the technical aspects,” a professional engineer practitioner reported after test-
ing the tool. “Now, I think I would be much more mindful of societal influences.”
More specific comments from users with respect to the predictive tool focused on how
to interpret and resolve specific questions. One interviewee, for example, described how
she had difficulty characterizing the ages of client leaders because her unfamiliarity with
the society and people made it difficult to judge whether leaders might have appeared
older or younger than they were. She acknowledged that in the absence of direct knowl-
edge of their ages, she resorted to using alternative means of assessment, for example
observing whether they were accompanied by young children to conclude that the adults
were relatively young parents. She also found that she sought to develop deeper relation-
ships with some client community members with whom she could consult and confide.
This process, she concluded, actually brought her closer to an assimilative state with the
client and allowed her to glimpse its thought processes and lifestyles more directly.
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CHAPTER 7: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This chapter presents the conclusions associated with research discussed herein and as-
sesses the likelihood of the derived assessment methodology to enhance engineered in-
frastructure outcomes for client communities in alternately developed societies. In ad-
dition, this chapter reviews the research questions presented in Section 1.4 and offers an
assessment of Contextual Engineering to address them.
The sociological literature provides persuasive argument that engineered infrastructure
design should not be fused with societal “development” efforts if it is intended to ad-
dress an alternately developed community’s physical needs. Infrastructure is not and
should not become leverage for social change. Its purpose is only to address a physical
need. Nonetheless, the concatenation of engineering and development into a single ef-
fort often combines with a reliance on international standards to promote the unintended
outcome of debasement of local values, skills, and predispositions. Only when engineer-
ing is separated from “development” can an infrastructure based on local standards fully
meet client physical needs without tarnishing societal identity. Global trends toward ur-
ban migration and abandonment of rural lifestyles and communities pose a particular
threat to preservation of place-based, indigenous identity, knowledge, and practices. Par-
ticularly the youngest, most ambitious, and most able population of rural areas has been
identified as moving to cities to gain greater access to reliable infrastructure, hold better
jobs, and live in greater comfort. As they are compelled to leave their rural lives behind
for the promise of opportunity and ease, the identities and knowledges that diversify
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the global society diminish and are lost to future generations. Many urban migrants cite
reliable infrastructure as a driver for leaving rural society, and established development
processes exacerbate the disparity between rural and urban infrastructure by focusing
on large-scale improvements, which may be most effectively funded, implemented, and
managed for urban areas. Additionally, the globalized identity that pervades cities be-
cause of diversity of population, broader access to wealth, and access to global commu-
nication technology makes implementation of a place-indiscriminate infrastructure more
feasible.
Organizations that continue to serve rural populations often are smaller, less experienced
in international service, and more likely to implement a design that conforms to their
own experience and standards. When those designs clash with local values, identities,
and beliefs, the infrastructure is neglected, considered non-functional, or even destroyed,
leaving rural residents disheartened and distrustful of outside support. With the great-
est of intentions, engineers working with these rural populations fail to recognize their
adherence to industrialized-world technology and standards actually limits their abil-
ity to perform effective and sustainable infrastructure design, particularly if they con-
flate their technical efforts to address a physical need with the responsibility to promote
societal and economic development. The particular temptation to promote a belief in
scalability, and/or a standard solution to human needs applied equally across all soci-
eties of the world, results in devaluing a recipient society’s local power and agency to
address its individual needs effectively and sustainably use innovative self-sufficiency.
Non-engineering influences that govern client society behaviors and attitudes must take
precedence over the infrastructure designer’s personal experiences, knowledge, and be-
liefs, and reliance on indigenous values, skills, and technology is more likely to produce
effective and sustainable infrastructure interventions than introduction of a technology
that is unfamiliar, unnecessary, and/or possibly in conflict with local values. This para-
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dox of promoting development by disregarding development initiatives in engineering is
critical to the understanding of practitioners who seek to implement long-term solutions
with their clients, even if those long-term solutions contradict the practitioners’ defini-
tions of infrastructure success and failure. (Research Question #1)
The consultant’s own predispositions, values, and experiences color her understanding
of a client society, particularly if she fails to advance that understanding beyond a level
of awareness or early attestation. Only through self-reflection and consideration of the
similarities and differences between the client’s and consultant’s experiences can an engi-
neering designer compensate for industrialized-world predispositions so that the specific
needs of the client society can be most effectively addressed. (Research Question #2)
Both the literature and an ethnographic review of practicing consultants demonstrate the
negative impact that a generally applied, standard infrastructure solution can have upon
a client community. Expecting an alternately developed society to embrace and evolve a
technology that is unfamiliar and may promote a strategy that conflicts with local beliefs
has the result of frustrating or demoralizing a community, particularly when the infras-
tructure intervention fails either due to lack of maintenance or lack of access to materials
or replacement equipment. Even while communities may undergo dejection because of
failed infrastructure, other stakeholders whose motivations and expectations differ from
the client’s may celebrate the effort as a developmental or organizational success, further
diminishing the objectives of the client. (Research Question #3)
The need is apparent for a new discipline, Contextual Engineering, that shifts focus on
infrastructure design from the knowledge and expectations of the industrialized-world
stakeholders to the conditions and objectives of the client community. When the client so-
ciety is empowered to determine infrastructure objectives, though, it is incumbent upon
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the practitioners to focus their design on the unique societal conditions of the recipient
to a degree equal to the physical conditions that typically govern engineering design.
The hallmarks of Contextual Engineering are to separate the design process from social
development; to adapt solutions to the needs, expectations and capabilities of the client
rather than to the capabilities of the consultant; and to recognize the relative influences
of culture, politics, education, technical receptivity, and economic need in providing a
sustainable infrastructure. (Research Question #4) To achieve these objectives, an engi-
neer must develop the capacity to recognize societal conditions free of the filter of her
own experience and values, which can only be achieved through assimilation with the
client society. Assimilation allows the designer to evaluate conditions through a non-
judgmental frame of view, without immersing so deeply into the client society that she
has integrated into a segment of that heterogeneous population to create a new frame of
view. (Research Question #5)
While the optimal timeframe for achieving assimilation with a client society has yet to
be determined, guidance tools can steer the engineer to better observe societal conditions
that affect design outcome. A predictive tool developed as part of this research effort
bears promise in assisting Contextual Engineering practitioners to collaborate more ef-
fectively with their clients in addressing physical needs through infrastructure design.
The contextual toolset already is providing evidence that it can deliver a methodology
whereby context-specific engineering interventions may be applied to more appropriately
meet recipient society needs without controverting local identity and agency. Initial use
of the tool has demonstrated a consistency of performance in identifying relative influ-
ences, regardless of consultant background. An unintended positive consequence of the
tool’s implementation also has been to increase consultant awareness of the relationship
of non-technology factors to sustainable infrastructure design that meets client needs, ex-
pectations, and objectives. (Research Question #6)
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Further testing and analysis are necessary to fully validate the tool as well as assess im-
pact on tool outcome of the duration of exposure by the consultant to the client society.
There is strong evidence, however, to support continuing deployment and performance
refinement of the predictive tool, both as a means to inform engineering design for clients
whose societal context differs from the consultants and as a driver to encourage engi-
neering practitioners to use observation, self-examination, and assimilation to assure an
engineered infrastructure will meet the needs of the client community.
7.1 Future Work
Additional deployment of the predictive tool will provide added insights into the effec-
tiveness of identifying client relative influences and into the encouragement of consul-
tants to explore non-physical conditions more closely when familiarizing themselves with
a client community’s needs and conditions. Through agreement with Engineers Without
Borders-USA, all chapters will be invited to use the Predictive Tool when undertaking
new projects, providing additional data points that will provide guidance for tool valida-
tion and/or revisions of use. Among the specific conditions that will be examined using
future tool deployment are whether an average score derived from multiple observers is
recommended, whether perceptions of societal influences change signficantly with time,
and whether over-immersion in a client society adversely affects tool outcome by skew-
ing perceptions to match a particular segment of the society with whom the consultant
most closely identifies.
Further refinement of the guidelines for design will enhance the value of the tool for tech-
nical designers. Currently, the guidelines provide insight into design considerations asso-
ciated with very high or very low relative influences, and refinement may provide recom-
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mendations to the consultant for situations in which more than one influence dominates,
multiple influences score similarly, and other multi-influence conditions. Currently, these
guidelines are recorded as datapoints present new permutations of influences and will
be entered into a data matrix, so that in the future tool reports may be fully automated
to generate recommendations and insights to practitioners. Guideline refinement may
depend upon long-term observation of interventions that were undertaken in association
with the predictive tool. For this reason, the research effort will include continual moni-
toring and check-in with both practitioners and client communities wherever possible.
As confidence in the Contextual Engineering approach builds, application of the prac-
tice – ranging from use of the predictive tool to employment of self-reflection to identify
and address consultants’ personal motivations and preconceptions – should be extended
beyond alternately developed societies to clients whose cultural differences are more nu-
anced. Among the proposed research efforts currently under exploration are incorpora-
tion of Contextual Engineering into the civil development efforts of the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers in partnership with strategic allies, as well as application of Contextual En-
gineering to domestic infrastructure design processes.
Looking more specifically at future research associated with Contextual Engineering, the
author has begun efforts to acquire funding through academic and government partner-
ships that would allow broader application of the predictive tool both in international
settings and with domestic engineers. Modifications to the tool questionnaire will be
necessary for domestic application, and educational programming must be developed to
provide engineers with guidance not only on predictive tool use but on the importance of
identifying stakeholder objectives and definitions of successful outcome, as well as per-
sonal perspectives and their relevance.
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Continuing research with graduate students will further evaluate the process of deter-
mining project success, define stakeholder objectives and their impact on project design,
and the specific components of infrastructure design that are most heavily impacted by
each relative influence discussed here. The latter effort will be ongoing and will include
review of past projects and their durability, observation of processes employed by in-
frastructure designers to determine an optimal technical intervention, and perceptions of
client societies with respect to outside organizations and individuals who partner with
them to provide infrastructure support.
Additional sociological investigation of the relationship between infrastructure and rural
society as it affects a region’s food security and well-being will provide insight into the
importance of providing interventions for populations that cannot be served with the ef-
ficiency of an urban population. Coupled with this is the need for further investigation of
the development and preservation of place-based knowledge, particularly the knowledge
of innovative self-sufficiency, and how that knowledge can support engineering efforts in
the industrialized world as well as in societies that are alternately developed.
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Figure A.8: IRB Authorization to conduct research investigations into client society conditions 
and practitioner behaviors in Ecuador
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7 2 0 0 0 0
8 0 2 0 0 0
9 0 2 0 0 0
10 0 ‐1 0 0 0
11 0 ‐3 0 0 0
12 1 2 0 0 0
13 0 2 0 0 0
14 0 1 0 0 0
15 0 1 0 0 ‐1
16 0 2 0 0 0
17 0 1 1 0 0
18 0 1 0 1 0
19 0 2 0 0 1
20 0 0 1 0 2
21 0 0 0 0 2
22 0 0 0 0 ‐1
23 0 0 0 1 ‐1
24 0 0 0 1 ‐1
25 0 0 1 1 ‐1
26 0 0 0 0 2
27 0 1 0 0 2
28 0 1 0 0 2
29 1 0 2 0 2
30 0 0 0 1 1
31 0 0 0 1 1
32 0 0 0 1 1
33 1 0 0 2 0
34 0 0 0 1 1
35 0 0 1 0 0
36 0 0 1 0 0
37 0 0 1 0 0
38 0 0 2 0 0
39 0 0 2 0 0
40 0 0 2 0 0
41 0 1 1 0 0
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